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Glorious stanced
and caged E21
with M52 swap

JAPANESE 135i
Decidedly different with 
Far Eastern flair

UK 1600
Classic beauty
on BBSs 

WRAPSODY IN BLUE Stunning E46 M3 is the complete package

RALLY E30 M3
Full-on 320hp Tarmac terror

BAGGED E92
Slick Coupé on custom splits

SLAMMED WAGON
Awesome ultra-low E39
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World’s largest supplier of BMW & MINI
styling, tuning and equipment

BMW specialist

®

Schmiedmann shortshift multi-adjust-
able. Adjust the gearshift exactly like 
you want it! Adjustable in shift length.
Gear lever is height adjustable!

£ 109.29

Floormats front/rear original Schmied-
mann - Sport Edition. Set inclusive locks 
and stylish Schmiedmann embroidery in 
both sides front. For all BMW models.

from £ 46.50
Supersprint 
class quality handmade in Italy! 100% 
stainless steel with a nice deep sound.

from £ 266.90

Worlds largest online BMW & MINI catalogue 

WWW.SCHMIEDMANN.CO.UK
NEW BMW & MINI PARTS
Schmiedmann Odense A/S
Herluf Trolles Vej 15
5220 Odense SØ, Denmark 
Phone. +45 65941545 
E-mail odense@schmiedmann.com

USED BMW & MINI PARTS
Schmiedmann Nordborg A/S
Lyngmosevej 9
6430 Nordborg, Denmark 
Phone. +45 74 49 11 80 
E-mail nordborg@schmiedmann.com Reservations are made for goods sold and price changes

Original BMW accesso
ries and spare parts very 
competitive prices e.g. 
Logo LED door projec-
tor kit for the frontdoors 
original BMW inclusive 3 
different logos.

£ 77.31 
Meyle Heavy Duty rein
forced spare parts made 
in Germany. E.g E46 
Stabilizer-link front

£ 16.64
very low prices eg.
E30 316l. ..........................£ 7.48
E36 320I/325I/328I ....... £ 7.61
E46 All gasoline. .......... £ 7.61 

-E90 320I ................. £ 10.19
E34 518I/520I ............. £ 7,48
E39 . ....................... £ 7.61 
E60 520I/525I/530I ..... £ 10.19

From £ 8,25
Lowering springs from 
German Lowtec e.g. 
sets with 4 springs 
E30 40/40 mm ....... £ 103 
E36 30/20 mm ............£ 110
E46 30/20 mm ............£ 114
E90 30/20 mm ....... £ 125 
E34 30/20 mm ....... £ 116
E39 35/20 mm ....... £ 129

From £ 103
E34 E32 Headlights 
black H1 Hella DE, (The 
lens can be adjusted for 
RHD). Out of production 
from factory. Schmied
mann has the last avail
able in stock.

£ 296.09

Eibach adjustable rear 
axle control arm set for 
BMW E36 E46 Z4 E85 
Z4 E86 Z4 E89

£ 295.34

F20 F22 F30 F31 F34GT 
F32 F33 Wagner Tuning 

catalyst + an upgrade 
intercooler N20 engines

from £ 901.65

E61 Harness repair set 
for the trunk lid. Ultra 

repair sets. Almost avail
able for all models.

£ 48.74
E90 Trunk lid EVO with 
integrated spoiler genu
ine carbon.

£ 258.63
F30

£ 150.01
E36 Frontspoiler 
Motorsport II inclusive 
mesh/lip/bumper guards. 
Excl. foglights and brake 
airducts.

£ 80.54
E36 Schmiedmann spe

set (black) including 

line high quality instru
ment rings.

£ 118.35

At Schmiedmann we have everything 
for BMW from the smallest clips, con
nectors, wishbone, brake discs / pads 
and body parts. In addition we can offer 
you best price guaranteed on all our 
products.

E46 Schmiedmann 
manifold M52/M54 inclusive 200cell sport 
catalysts. This is one of the most effective 
ways to gain more power on a 6cyl. E46

£ 554.23

Everything in BILSTEIN 
suspension e.g. Com
plete BILSTEIN B16 
suspension kit adjustable 
in hardness and hight for 
BMW 1’series, 3’series 
and 5’series

from £ 1.473

E90 E90 LCI E91 E91 
LCI E92 E93 Z4 (E89) 
Schmiedmann signature 

kit up to 550HP

£ 2,369.38
E61 Taillights facelift red/
white or red/grey LED, 
LED´s also for the indi
cators

£ 243.75

Schmiedmann alloy ped-
al set. Exclusive quality. 
Both LHD & RHD.
Grey/Black ....... £ 32.88 
Silver/Red ......... £ 32.88
Black/Grey ....... £ 32.90
Black/Red ......... £ 32.90
Black/Black ..... £ 32.90

from £ 32.88

ALWAYS 300 - 400 bmw & MINI
     CARS for recycling

 See our BMW / MINI cars for recycling here

www.schmiedmann.co.uk/show-used-products

schmiedmann nordborg 
BMW & MINI recyclE

BMW specialist

®

Original BMW rims with/without tires. 
Wide range of designs for all BMW 

Set from £ 702.73

Large selection of Z-Performance rims in stock. See more on our website. 

18”Type 8 Gun Metal.....................£ 283.45
18”Type 7 Hyper Silver ...............£ 275.88
19”Type 7 Matte Black .................£ 296.08

19”Type 1 Phantom Black ........£ 271.43
20”Type ZP2.1Liquid Bronze .£ 519.09
20”Type 7 Hyper Silver ...............£ 363.61

from £ 270.88

World’s best price guarantee
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Recently, I was thinking about the incredible
diversity of the BMW scene around the world
and how glad I am that we’re in such a
privileged position in the middle of it all that
allows us to bring all that wonderful diversity
to you. Yes, first and foremost we are a UK
mag and we like to bring you the best UK
builds around, but at the same time how could
we not extend our reach further afield and
sample what the rest of the world is doing to
its BMs? You can’t tell me that you don’t want
to know about some wild build in the States,
some outrageous Aussie creation or an off-
the-wall Asian concoction? For me, it really
doesn’t matter where a car is based or who
the owner is, the only thing I care about is
whether or not it gets me excited.

I love seeing the diversity that you only get
when you start exploring the modified BMW
scene around the globe. You can bet your
bottom dollar that modifiers in Japan will
build a very different E92 to those in Europe,
who in turn will build a very different one to
those in the US. I also love the fact that
people take inspiration from this diversity –
not just from other cars but from other car
cultures, such as adding a bit of wild JDM-
style to a German car, for example. You never
know, you might see someone on the other
side of the globe building something that will

make you sit up, take notice and be inspired
to take a different route for your own build.
Where modified BMWs are concerned, we’re
all about broadening horizons, seeing just how
diverse our global scene is, and sharing the
mutual love we have for all things four-
wheeled and Bavarian.

This issue we’re doing just that, with a very
multi-national feel. Starting off on our shores,
we’ve plucked some awesome home-grown
builds for your reading pleasure, including our
awesome E21 cover car, an exceedingly slick

bagged E92, and a wild E30 M3 rally car. From
Europe we’ve snagged a stunning static E39
Touring, from the States a beautifully built E46
M3, while all the way from the Far East comes
a very Japanese 135i that’s got a unique
flavour you’re not likely to find anywhere else.
It’s like an international all-you-can-eat buffet
of BMW goodness! You’ve already paid the
cover charge, so go ahead and gorge
yourselves! See you next month. 

Elizabeth de Latour, Editor

COVER PHOTOGRAPHY: 
STEVE HALL
ISSUE: July 2016

EDITOR: Elizabeth de Latour
pbmw@unity-media.com
ADVERTISING: Adam Young
adam.young@talkmediasales.co.uk
Switchboard: 01732 445325
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@pbmwmagazine

pbmwmag

IF YOUR NEWSAGENT 
DOESN’T STOCK PBMW ASK

THEM TO ORDER IT IN FOR YOU
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I
remember reading the E39 Touring
brochure back in 1997 (my aunt was
thinking of getting one) and I recall
thinking the E39 looked rather elegant
and upmarket, shot as it was in that

expensive brochure style. It remains a very
smart-looking estate today, having aged well
and retained a sense of grace and luxury. It
is the sort of car you can imagine a well-to-
do family driving down to their holiday
home on the coast in. That is until someone
like Henrik Karlsson gets his hands on it…

Henrik is not married to someone called
Arabella, does not have children with names
like Tabitha and Quentin, and doesn’t holiday
on the Devon coast – mainly because he lives
in Sweden. And he’s clearly blessed with a
discerning eye for design (a national trait
perhaps?) as with just a few carefully
considered selection of choice modifications,
Henrik’s twisted the E39 Touring’s restrained
elegance into something far sleeker.

As he’s from Sweden, it is no surprise to
learn that Henrik tried out some Volvos but
when he got behind the wheel of what was
to become his first BMW, a 523i (that he still
owns), he fell in love and that was that. He
made the 523i his and although it was fine,
he had a hankering for a Sport Touring. With
no previous record of modifying beyond
audio upgrades, his plans for a potential
estate were to simply leave it alone and use
it as a daily. “That didn’t work out…” smiles
Henrik sheepishly. 

A Touring was duly sourced from
Blocket.se, Sweden’s largest used car site,
and Henrik swiftly launched all plans for
stock motoring out of the window and left
them to rot in a ditch somewhere. As you
can see, this E39 is far removed from stock.
However, the list of mods isn’t an
overflowing cascade of barely-restrained
expenditure. Instead it’s a concise collection
of clever alterations. This project is all about

LOW
LiFe

The E39 Touring has always been an extremely handsome 
machine and a few choice mods can get it looking even better.

Words: Elizabeth de Latour
Photos: Marcus Lundell
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When I saw these
wheels I couldn’t
resist buying them 

10 PERFORMANCE BMW

might be enough to halt the Touring’s
progress, wedging themselves between
bumper and road. This level of low takes
dedication to the cause, and Henrik’s
clearly got that in spades. The job of
dropping this E39 Touring on its arse falls
to a set of BC Racing coilovers, or rather a
pair, as they only do the work up front. At
the back, Henrik’s wagon is rocking SLS,
BMW’s self-levelling suspension setup,
which is great at keeping the rear end flat
when it’s full of shopping or kitchen
appliances but somewhat restrictive when
it comes to getting your Touring as low as
possible. Getting the SLS to play ball can
be achieved through the use of some
special lowering links however Henrik took
a slightly different route, as he explains:
“There’s a sensor on each side of the wheel.
This sensor has a little arm which controls
the height of the SLS, so if you’re loading
the car with stuff it will raise automatically
to keep the right height level. I noticed
that, so I took the arm off the sensor so I
could control the height and made the
cables to the sensor longer and brought it
inside the car.” 

making a big impact with just a few
modifications – something that’s far harder
to achieve than it perhaps sounds, as it
requires an innate understanding of the
aesthetics of (car) design. 

So, first things first, this Touring is static.
Considering how far up into the arches
those awesome Hamann splits are tucked
and the fact that there’s maybe 20mm
between the bottom of that front lip and
the Tarmac, that’s seriously impressive. We
can’t help but think that even errant acorns

Handily, Henrik has shot a little video 
(www.youtube.com/watch?v=gBTI1oWSUw0)
showing how it works and it really is as
simple as it sounds, with the factory
suspension now obeying his every command
and essentially behaving like an air-ride
system. It’s very clever stuff and cost him
nothing, making it the best sort of mod.

With the rear suspension successfully
fiddled with, the Touring’s back end could
now be brought in line with the front, which
Henrik has wound down to within an inch of
its life, and the end result is awesome.
Whatever your viewing angle, this Touring
looks spectacular. Outrageous lows
achieved, it was only right that the car was
paired with a suitably eye-catching set of
wheels, and Henrik’s picked a classic rim
that couldn’t look more at home on the
Touring if it tried. “I was thinking about OZ
Futuras,” he tells us, “but the Hamann PG1
was a little rarer, and when I saw these
wheels I couldn’t resist buying them. I built
the wheels to the measurements that I
wanted as well, so they got pretty wide. I
pulled the rear arches about 17mm on each
side to make the wheels fit and about 10mm
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18” Hamann PG1s look awesome on the E39
and measure a monster 10.25” wide up front
with an offset of ET-10; no wonder those
arches have been seriously massaged!

D
A

T
A

 F
IL

E

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.0-litre straight-six M54B30, five-speed 
automatic gearbox 

CHASSIS
10.25x18” ET-10 (front) and 11.25x18” ET+3 (rear)
Hamann PG1 wheels with 235/35 (front) and 255/35
(rear) tyres, BC Racing coilovers (front), modified
SLS (rear), rolled and pulled arches 10mm (front)
and 17mm (rear)

EXTERIOR
Hamann front lip, black kidney grille, black door
trims with M badges, M Tech roof spoiler

INTERIOR
Aluminium interior trim strips, M Tech pedals

E39 530i Touring
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at the front.” The Hamanns measure 18”
across with the fronts being 10.25” wide
with an outrageous offset of -10, while the
rears are 11.25” with an offset of +3. It’s no
wonder, then, that the arches needed to be
rolled and pulled so aggressively to get them
to fit, but the effort was well worth it. It
goes without saying that the wheels
themselves look absolutely awesome; the
dish is absolutely insane and the mirror lips
and dark centres are a dream combo.

A Sport trim Touring slammed on its arse
with a set of killer wheels would be enough
on its own for many of us. But Henrik isn’t
like many of us; he’s the cool, calculating
Swede with an eye for combining clean lines
with big impact, remember? And, true to
form, Henrik figured that there was a room
for a bit more improvement on the styling
front, just a little something to give his E39 
a bit more impact. “I wanted some OEM
styling,” he explains, “so I bought the

Hamann front lip and black grille. I don’t
like chrome so I had to change that and I
also changed the door strips to black with
the M badges.” Getting rid of the chrome
was definitely the way forward and the
Hamann lip adds an extra element of sheer
meanness to the front end, dropping it even
closer to the ground and giving it that
square-jawed, hard-man look. 

 The original interior, complete with its
rather rare armrest-mounted car phone
option, is exactly what Henrik wanted,
finished as it is in black leather with the
standard Sport seats. The only changes
Henrik made here involved replacing the
wood trim with aluminium, dyeing the
steering wheel back to black as the leather
had started to wear and adding a set of 
M Sport pedals.

While the engine has been left alone,
Henrik does say that a money-no-object mod
would have been swapping in an S62 from
the E39 M5 but a more realistic item on his
to-do list (and next on the cards) is going for
air-ride, in the form of Air Lift’s latest 3P
system, along with a set of new wheels,
which Henrik says are top secret.
Considering how jaw-droppingly good this
Touring looks with the small selection of
choice mods that it’s been treated to, with a
set of even more amazing wheels and air,
the only way is up. Or rather, down ●
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VELOS DESIGNWERKS WHEELS
MStyle has been appointed the UK distributor for Velos Designwerks alloy wheels. The Velos Collection
includes one-, two-, and three-piece wheels in a huge range of different styles to choose from, including
forged wheels with concave profiles. Each set is made to order to each customer’s exact specifications and
the precision-made forged wheel line features ‘backpad pocketing’ or ‘flowering’ to reduce unsprung mass
and optimise overall weight without compromising strength. There are numerous options of finish available
and all wheels are available in diameters ranging from 18” to 24”. Ordering and fitting can be carried out at
MStyle’s Romford HQ.
Web: www.mstyle.co.uk 
Tel: 020 8598 9115

RAC 03 REAR-VIEW MIRROR DASH CAM
Dash cams are all the rage at the moment, but some of them can be a little bulky. Luckily, the latest
offering from RAC provides a neat and discreet solution. The RAC 03 takes the form of an oversized rear-
view mirror with a built-in screen located behind the mirrored surface, and a forward-facing, adjustable
camera with a 150º field of view. The RAC 03 dash cam mounts on top of your existing mirror using a
pair of rubber straps and looks surprisingly discreet once fitted. The blue tint of the glass helps to reduce
glare and the size means you get a much greater field of vision behind you. The RAC 03’s camera can
record in Super HD 1296p, offering even clearer footage of any incidents, recorded onto a supplied micro
SD, and is packed with all the features you’d expect. These include motion-activated parking mode,
variable length loop recording and footage protection in the event of a crash. It also boasts a built-in
speed camera database. When you get near a camera the screen activates and displays the distance to
the next camera, the speed limit and your current speed. Having tested it we reckon the RAC 03 is an
impressive piece of kit and is the perfect choice for anyone looking for a discreet dash cam that doesn’t
scrimp on features.
Price: £159.99
Web: www.racshop.co.uk

Not long to go now until Bimmerflex 2016 takes place at the
Fairmile Arms pub in Cobham, Surrey. Get your BMW registered and
get yourself along!

BIMMERFLEX 2016

MISHIMOTO E46 RADIATOR
The E46 cooling system is known for being one of the car’s major
weaknesses but this uprated radiator from Mishimoto is exactly
what any 3 Series with a dodgy cooling system needs. 

The rad is a direct-fit replacement for 323i, 325i, 328i and
330i models and can be installed in just one hour. It features a
fully brazed aluminium core with TIG-welded end tanks and
precision designed, CNC-machined, quick-disconnect fittings that
mate perfectly with the stock hoses. It uses a two-row core and
offers an 18% increase in coolant surface area, a 41% increase in
air surface area, and a 20% increase in coolant capacity, reducing
coolant temperatures by 10.5ºC compared with the standard rad.
The radiator comes with Mishimoto’s lifetime warranty. 
Price: £288
Web: www.mishimoto.co.uk
Tel: 01384 897476

MSTYLE 4 SERIES
CARBON BONNET
New from MStyle this month comes this extremely sexy
Evo carbon vented bonnet for F32 Coupé and F33
Convertible modes. The bonnet offers a massive weight
saving over the standard item and dramatic looks while
the functioning air vents allow underbonnet heat to
escape, keeping the engine running cooler and
minimising heat transfer to the fuel/air intake charge for
better performance. Painting and fitting, if required, are
available at MStyle’s Romford HQ.
Price: £798 
Web: www.mstyle.co.uk 
Tel: 020 8598 9115
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AIR RIDE KITS
BMW

E30 E36 E46
E90/91/92/

93 & 1 Series
Including ‘M’ Models

020 8561 9485

NEW HEIGHT &
PRESSURE MANAGEMENT 
AIRLIFT 3P/3H - #lifeonair

Connect onlineemail: support@caraudiosecurity.com Bilton Way, Hayes, Middlesex, UB3 3NF 020 8561 9485

5 MINUTES FROM HEATHROW AIRPORT  AMPLE CUSTOMER PARKING  FULL FITTING SERVICE AVAILABLE  WORLD WIDE DELIVERY
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME   EVERYTHING FROM A SINGLE COMPRESSOR OR TANK TO A FULL AIR RIDE KIT IN STOCK

Low cost
finance options

SPREAD THE COST WITH

0% INTEREST
FINANCE AVAILABLE ON ALL AIRLIFT PRODUCTS

Subject to status. Terms & Conditions Apply

THE BIGGEST BRANDS,
THE BEST DEALS &
THE BEST SERVICE

ALL UNDER ONE ROOF

THE UK'S NUMBER 1 CAR AUDIO & AIR RIDE DEALER
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NEWS

DIRENZA 3.0 CAST
IRON TURBO
DIESEL MANIFOLD
Diesel owners looking to extract more performance from their sensible steeds should
check out this seriously sturdy-looking manifold from Direnza. Designed to fit various
3.0-litre diesel models (including the E46, E39 and E60 25d and 30d), it features 
CNC-machined flanges for strong, solid support and an accurate, direct bolt-on fitment
for easy installation. Direnza says the high performance manifold improves throttle
response and gasflow and is one of the most cost-effective ways of releasing more
power from your diesel BMW. 
Price: £199.99
Web: www.direnza.co.uk

GARMIN DRIVE SAT NAV RANGE
The latest sat nav line-up from Garmin has been specifically designed to focus on
driver awareness and comprises the Drive, DriveSmart, DriveAssist and DriveLuxe
units, all packed with a wide range of features. 

The driver awareness aspect is encompassed by such features as warnings for
upcoming sharp curves, railway or animal crossings, plus it also alerts you to red
light and speed cameras, along with alerts for traffic jams. All four units also feature
millions of Foursquare POIs and Garmin Real Directions, which offer route guidance
using recognisable landmarks, buildings and traffic lights plus Easy Route Shaping
which allows you to easily modify a route using the touch-screen. The DriveSmart
connects to your phone and can display call and text message notifications on-
screen along with hands-free calling. The DriveAssist adds a built-in dash cam,
which saves footage to the supplied SD card plus additional safety features such as
lane departure warnings. Finally, the DriveLuxe features a forged metal housing with
a sleek magnetic mount.
Price: £99.99 to £299.99
Web: www.garmin.com

Owners of 35i-powered F models (such as the
M235i and F3x 335i and 435i) plus owners of the
four cylinder turbo N20 models (like the 328i) can
add some serious power to their cars with this big
turbo offering from Dinan. 

Electronic wastegate-equipped cars receive
heavily-modified stock turbos while manual
wastegate cars receive all-new turbos that are
custom cast for Dinan. Both options deliver big
power. On the M235i, with additional Dinan
performance upgrades, peak power now stands at
an M4-humbling 445hp with 455lb ft of torque while the 435i develops 448hp and 417lb
ft of torque. On the manual wastegate-equipped F30 335i with additional Dinan mods,
power rises to 428hp and 443lb ft of torque while even the humble N20 becomes a fire-
breathing four-pot when equipped with fresh turbos and Dinan
upgrades, making an extremely impressive peak output of
345hp and 336lb ft of torque. The heavy-hitting turbos
come with everything needed
for fitting and are covered
by a factory-matching four
year/50,000-mile warranty. 
Web:
www.dinancars.com

DINAN N20 AND N55 BIG TURBO KIT

Australian chassis expert, SuperPro, has released an all-new arm upgrade for a wide
range of E8x 1 Series and E9x 3 Series models. The uprated arms have been
designed to cope with the stresses and forces they can be subject to when modified
cars are driven hard. Where the OE arms use rubber around the ball joint, the
SuperPro arms use a polyurethane formulation for greater precision without
compromising on comfort, allowing the arms to ensure that the chassis geometry is
kept consistent, even when the car is being driven at the limit. The kit includes both
the front lower control arm and radius arms, which are ready mounted with all
bushes for easy installation. Both arms can also be adjusted on the car, allowing for
fine-tuning to suit the driver’s preference. 
Price: £358.80
Web: www.superpro.eu.com

SUPERPRO 1 AND 3 SERIES
ALLOY ARM UPGRADE
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Words: Elizabeth de Latour   Photos: Steve Hall

From its perfect Laguna Seca paintwork to its M52 swap, 
this E21 is classic perfection with a modern twist.

BUILT
FROM
THE
BLUE
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Mark’s clearly got a long-standing passion
for BMWs but looking at just how much
work has gone into this E21 we wonder
when the modifying bug first bit? “Even my
first ever car was modified. It’s just what you
do, isn’t it?” he laughs. He’s absolutely right.
“I’ve never wanted to drive the same thing as
everyone else. I want my car to reflect me. I
want a car that I can’t help but look back at
as I walk away from it. I don’t build cars for
other people’s reactions, although that’s a
nice thing to happen, I build them for
myself.” And there it is, he’s nailed it, the
reason why I’m writing this, why you’re
reading this, and why we willingly spend
thousands on modifying our cars: it’s simply
because it’s what we like doing!

This is actually Mark’s third E21,
replacing an orange 323i which sadly caught
fire. But perhaps if that hadn’t happened he
wouldn’t have ended up building this car.
“I’d owned the orange 323i a few years and
tried out all sorts of mods,” Mark continued,
“so it ended up being a kind of trial run. I
tried some proper dodgy mods, such as
German look numberplates, but this time I
tried to be more restrained. Well kind of… 

“The base car I bought was one of the
cleanest E21s I have ever seen in the UK. It
had a minuscule amount of corrosion and,
being a non-sunroof car, even the sills were
mint. When it came to the mods, I knew I
wanted a car that could be driven every day
and looked cool. I knew 99% of the mods I
wanted done and so it was relatively
straightforward process.

“I spoke at great length with Mick
Rodgers at Pristine Bodyworks, as he has
owned an E21 for years. He also looked
after my other cars and is one of the best

T
ake a good long look at this car,
not just because it’s awesome,
but take a look at it and try to
form a picture of the owner.
Whatever mental image you may

have conjured up, we guarantee you it’s
wrong. You see, the owner of this car, Mark
Brown, is older than you might expect. He’s a
criminal justice worker. He walks with a limp
and he uses a walking stick. Society might
expect Mark Brown to be driving around in a
Volvo or a Kia, in mauve perhaps, but Mark
Brown would, very politely, tell society
where to stick its Korean blandmobile. That’s
because Mark Brown loves cars. In
particular, he loves modifying cars. He’s been
doing just that for a very long time and we
reckon Mark Brown might be a little bit of a
secret hooligan. We like him already, and
that’s before we even get onto the matter of
his stunning E21, which shares garage space
with a 2002 and a track-orientated E30 M3.
We told you he loves cars…

“I’ve been interested in BMWs since
buying my first one in 1987,” begins Mark.
“It was a ropey mint green 1502. I loved the
look of it. Then I started going to my local
track (Brands Hatch) to watch testing. I was
there when Vic Lee was doing a press day
and that’s when I got to see my first M3 race
car up close. As I couldn’t afford one, I
bought a 3 Series I could afford, an E21. It
was £250! It was faster than my mate’s
Triumph Dolomite 1850 and I really loved
the way it drove. It just felt ‘right’. A few
months later I bought an earlier, round tail-
light car in white and I still have the same
model 29 years later. Now when I drive it,
though, it’s like a time machine and I feel
just as I did back then.” 
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Rota BM8 15s have been finished in a custom
bronze gold colour, which looks fantastic
against the Laguna Seca bodywork
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ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
2.8-litre straight-six M52B28 conversion by Pristine
Bodyworks, uprated engine mounts, shaved bay and
deleted all unused brackets etc, AH Fabrication alloy
radiator and Kenlowe fan, custom ARM BMW alloy
big-wing sump, Cat Cams performance camshaft,
big-bore throttle body, ARM BMW remap, E36 six-
branch manifold and 50mm 323i twin silencer
system. BMW M20 five-speed gearbox and uprated
clutch, Big Bavarian Beauties lightened flywheel, 
Z3 short-shift kit 

CHASSIS
8x15” (front and rear) Rota BM8 alloys painted in
bronze finish with 205/50 (front) and 215/50 (rear) 

Marangoni Sport tyres, LEDA and Gaz custom coilover
suspension, front and rear strut braces with rear tied
into cage and dual billet diff mounts, high ratio steering
rack, WMS big brake conversion with billet four pot
calipers and Hawk pads, remote servo conversion 
and custom pedal linkage by Pristine Bodyworks

EXTERIOR
Full bare metal respray in Laguna Seca blue by
Pristine Bodyworks, wheel arches reworked  

INTERIOR
Recaro front seats on custom runners, custom black
carpets, rear seat delete, colour-coded half cage, Safety 

Devices four-point harnesses, Momo Prototipo steering
wheel, Storm V2 billet gear knob, Nakamichi ICE, 
Stack dash mounted gauges for oil, water and volts 

THANKS
Special thanks to Pristine Bodyworks for putting up
with me and for doing work of such a high standard.
Kyle Clinton for manufacturing one of the best mods
you can do to an E21. Jenvey for the excellent ITB
kit. Joe Geach at ARM BMW and Motorsport in
Cornwall who helped with the finishing touches, ECU
map, dyno runs, geo setup and general help and
advice, Rally Prep, DTA Engine Management, 
AH Fabrications, Zero Exhausts

M52-swapped E21
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bodywork people out there. The quality of
his work is incredible really.  It took over
two years to build this car but when you see
it in the metal, it’s easy to understand why.”

Pristine’s paint expertise clearly shows in
the finish on this E21. Mark opted for
vibrant Laguna Seca blue from the E46,
which is a bold choice, but on the smaller-
bodied classic Three it looks awesome and
suits the car perfectly. 

Of course, such a strong body colour
really needs the right wheels and Mark’s
choice of design and colour is absolutely on-
point. “I bought the wheels ages ago,” he
explains. “I wanted Cromodoras but had to
settle for Rota’s version, the BM8. They look
awesome though. When I told Mick I wanted
them a dark gold colour he wasn’t
convinced. I was actually inspired by
Magnus Walker’s blue 911 and the bronze
gold finish is perfect against the Laguna
Seca blue paint. The arches have been pretty
extensively modified to accommodate the
wheels but it’s one of those mods you’ll only
see if you park next to an OE car. Overall
we figured that less is more, so there’s
nothing obviously not stock apart from the
wheels and the stance. The amount of
camber was also crucial.” 

He’s right about those arches, as only
those with an encyclopaedic knowledge of
E21 bodywork would be able to say that the
flared arches are anything but stock. The
fitment is spot-on, too, those chunky 8x15”

Rotas just poking past the arch lips and the
Marangoni Sport tyres they’ve been wrapped
in just sneak past the edges of the arches. 

Whatever angle you view the car from it
just looks so squat and purposeful, and
Mark’s choice of suspension is a key player
here. “The suspension was a combination of
Leda and Gaz, who refurb’d everything to
‘as new’. The freshly-painted shell was so
nice that only new parts were going to be
up-to-scratch! I decided against adjustable
top mounts and the like as this was always
going to be a road car. I think too many
people fit parts like that for bragging rights,
whereas their cars would be so much nicer
to drive if they just held back a bit,” says
Mark, sensibly. 

The main suspension work is done by a
custom Leda and Gaz coilover setup,
bolstered by a pair of front and rear strut
braces for a little bit of additional stiffness.
We wager it’s a riot to drive, especially with
the additional chassis mods that Mark has
carried out. “The quick-rack was developed
by a company in the Midlands. I hassled
them for months and eventually they had
the tooling made. If you have an E21 do
yourself a favour and buy a quick rack,”
Mark advises. “The OE steering is way too
slow at four turns lock-to-lock; no wonder
people couldn’t catch the oversteer! This
quick-rack takes just 2.5 turns and it’s
awesome! The big brake kit came from
WMS, who actually copied a Cosworth

setup Mick had adapted. A remote servo
meant we lost all that convoluted RHD
linkage and the huge OE servo and mount.” 

That was handy as for his next trick Mark
decided to carry out an M52B28 swap,
opting for a shaved bay. The less clutter the
better. “The engine has been fitted with a
modified E36 six-branch exhaust manifold
and a 323 twin silencer system,” says Mark.
“Joe Geach at ARM BMW and Motorsport in
Cornwall sorted the ECU and there’s 220hp+
going through the E12 LSD conversion and
twin billet mounts. There’s an uprated
clutch, a short-shifter, and a Storm billet
gear knob. The alloy rad is custom from AH
Fabrications. The guys there couldn’t have
been more helpful. It’s quality kit, too.”  

The M52 looks fantastic, nestling snuggly
in the E21’s compact engine bay. If you
didn’t know better, you could be forgiven for
thinking it’s a factory job. The bay itself is
outrageously clean, just acres of beautiful
blue bodywork unsullied by unsightly
cables, brackets and whatever else.

Considering how much work and
attention-to-detail has been lavished on the
exterior, chassis and engine, we would be
very surprised if the interior was lackluster.
Fortunately there are no unwelcome
surprises here. While it has been
purposefully kept subtle there’s still a lot of
cool additions. A pair of leather and
Alcantara-trimmed Recaros have been fitted
up front on custom runners, along with

M52 swap looks so good it
could pass for a factory job;

shaved bay is crazy clean
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custom black carpets. They look fantastic
and quite period in their design. These have
been mated to a pair of Safety Devices four-
point harnesses. The rear bench has been
deleted, with a colour-coded half-cage now
mounted in its place, and the
aforementioned rear strut brace is tied into
the cage and dual billet diff mounts. Mark
has also fitted a very smart Momo Prototipo
steering wheel, an exceedingly sexy Storm
V2 billet gear knob, and a trio of Stack
gauges mounted above the ventilation
controls displaying oil and water
temperatures and voltage readings. Finally,
the audio has been upgraded and is headed
up by a Nakamichi head unit… although we
get the feeling it doesn’t see much use. “The
engine sounds way better,” grins Mark. We
don’t doubt him for a moment. 

A huge amount of work has gone into this
car over the past two years but it’s far from
finished. “My plans are for Jenvey ITBs and
DTA Pro 90 engine management,” Mark
reveals. “Jenvey does a fantastic kit that it
developed specifically for the M50 engines.
The quality is about as good as it gets and it
will mean that I can then delete the plastic
inlet manifold. I also have an alloy coil pack
cover, so the engine back will look old-
school again. I did think about a turbo but,
for me, performance BMWs are about

normally aspirated, high-revving engines.
The ITBs also sound glorious. The only
other plan, then, is to drive it,” he laughs.

It’s time to ask Mark the classic
theoretical question: if his budget had been
unlimited, was there anything he would have
done differently? “Money no object, I
wouldn’t change a thing,” he replies without
hesitation. “I’m not rich and you don’t need
to be to build something special. If I was
rich, though, I’d have an M1 on the drive and

I’d modify that…” We now hope that Mark
will win the lottery because that’s something
we’d love to see! As for the E21, well it’s
really rather magnificent, isn’t it? Mark has
achieved exactly what he wanted to with
this build and at no point has he gone off the
rails and thrown any ridiculous mods at it.
For a lowered, stanced, bright blue E21 on
bronze wheels, it’s about as subtle a build as
you could imagine, and about as awesome a
car as you could dream up ●

I don’t build
cars for other
people’s reactions,
I build them
for myself 

This E21’s stance
is perfect from

every angle
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Tel: (+44) (0)1926 889121
Email: office@dtafast.co.uk www.dtafast.co.ukwww.dtafast.co.uk

DTAFast Limited
52-54b Regent Street, Leamington Spa CV32 5EG
Tel: (+44) (0)1926 889121
Email: office@dtafast.co.uk

ENGINE MANAGEMENT
AT THE CUTTING EDGE
DTAfast produce state of the art competition engine
management systems and accessories offering an
unmatched combination of performance and affordability.

DTAFast can also supply the full range of Jenvey throttle 
body systems and accessories, as well as custom
engine harness solutions.

Honda S2000 and K20A • Ford ST170 and Duratec
Toyota 2ZZ • BMW Single / Twin VANOS
Audi 1.8T and 5 cylinder Chevrolet LS7
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T
hings at the upper end of the E36
market have seen a sea of change
in the last few years. After some
time spent as perhaps the least
desirable models of the 3 Series

range, they’re now on the up in terms of
resale values – for a good one at least. And
the most desirable of all the models? The

coloured British Racing green, the GT II
used the 3.2-litre six-speed M3 Evo as a base
and came in stunning Imola red. 

M3 GT Class II front corner splitters and a
rear wing to match, an interior combination
of Imola red Nappa leather and anthracite
Alcantara and plenty of the usual options
boxes ticked as standard made the GT II

ultra-rare M3 Evolution Imola Individual.
With just 50 examples produced for the

UK (and only a further 200 for the entirety
of mainland Europe), the M3 GT II, often
labelled the GT2, was a final hurrah for the
E36. It built on the legend that had been
forged with the M3 GT. However, rather than
being based on the 3.0-litre M3 and being

Individual
True

The E36 is fast becoming the appreciating BMW classic of the moment, and
you’ll struggle to find one finer than Mikey Townsend’s M3 GT Imola Individual.
Words: Ben Koflach   Photos: Scott Paterson
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Coupé and a Convertible spliced with
countless non-M Three and Five series
models – you name it, Mikey’s probably had
one. However, his latest purchase is the
most special of them all. 

“My brother has an M3 GT II, number 16,
which he got in 2007, and I’ve wanted one
ever since he got it,” Mikey told us. “It was

just DM6500 – less than £3000. “If only I
knew what I had back then!” laughed the 
32-year-old. “I’d have put it away in storage
instead of driving it like a loon everywhere.”
Sure enough, by the age of 18 Mikey was an
ex-E30 M3 owner, having written it off, but
he was hooked on BMWs from then on. An
E46 M3 followed later, with an E36 M3

special. Mikey Townsend was lucky enough
to pick this one up at the beginning of last
year and proceeded to put his own stamp on
the ultra-rare M3. 

Mikey’s far from a stranger to BMWs. As
an ex-paratrooper stationed in Germany for
a number of years he was lucky enough to
have an E30 M3 as his first one, bought for
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restored to its rare original guise if required. 
“I’ve been choosy as to what I do with it,”

Mikey explained. “That’s why I’ve only really
gone for Schnitzer styling and the best
replacement parts available. Everything I’ve
done is totally reversible as I’ve got all of the
original parts in the garage. Everyone says:
‘you can’t modify it, it’s too rare!’ Well, tell
me it doesn’t look good!”

When he bought the car it was sitting on
three-piece Hartge wheels. These were not
purchased as part of the deal and so the first

inevitable that I would end up with one, it
was just a matter of when. Then this one
popped up and was only half-an-hour from
me, so I had to take a look.”

What Mikey had before him was M3 GT
Imola Individual, number 48 of 50. It was an
immaculate, carefully restored piece of
Bavarian history which had been given a
select range of modifications to boot
including KW V3 coilovers and a number of
small touches. Along with those it came with
all of the original parts so that it could be

thing Mikey did was get the standard wheels
refurbished to a better-than-new condition
before bolting them up to the car and rolling
it home. Once the wheels were on and shod
in brand-new Michelins, Mikey got the car
home and didn’t hang about with his plans
to get it looking the way he wanted. 

“The body had already been recently
resprayed and fully rust treated and
Waxoyl’d underneath, so everything I got for
it had to be mint. This meant new or
completely refurbished parts throughout,”
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Mikey explained. His private plate was
purchased and transferred onto the M3,
while a Storm Motorwerks weighted gear
knob was fitted alongside the previous
owner’s addition of Amaretta Anthracite
Alcantara gaiters. 

Another upgrade for the interior was a
selection of genuine BMW Motorsport
International door sill trims and a matching
carbon fibre glovebox trim. The badge on
the back of the rear wing was also swapped
for one that Mikey had made by Taylor

Made Decals, denoting the car’s 48/50
production number. 

Mikey’s next trip out in the car was to go
and get a special little something for under
the bonnet, as he explains: “I took her for a
blast over to Luton to see Bilal and Imran at
Evolve. I had been speaking to Bilal for a
while about an Eventuri intake for the E36
but he said that there hadn’t been enough
interest in them to warrant producing them.
However, he said to bring the car down for
them to have a look at anyway. No sooner

had I got there and spoken to Bilal was the
car in the workshop, with the old air box
being stripped off and measurements being
taken for a custom kit. Dyno runs were done
before and after, both with standard
mapping. It was hitting 306/307hp as
standard but with the Eventuri it was hitting
at least 315hp on each run with much
stronger and consistent torque gains!
Gaining an extra 10hp from the kit was
really surprising and the sound it makes is
awesome, especially on wide open throttle.” 
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A neat touch is that Eventuris all feature a
serial number, and Mikey managed to bag
number 48 to match his car. It a little plaque
on the carbon heat sheild and is just one
example of the painstaking detail he goes to
in his pursuit of perfection.

Mikey’s next addition to the car was,
again, to the engine bay in the form of a
genuine AC Schnitzer carbon fibre strut
brace. However, the carbon’s clear coat had
aged badly and gone slightly yellow in
places. Of course, that wasn’t good enough
for Mikey’s GT II and so it was sent off to
be carefully re-lacquered, with the engine
cover being colour-coded at the same
time – a neat touch. 

With the M3 looking and feeling better
than ever, all that was left was for Mikey to
put a couple more of his own touches on the
exterior. This started with a set of anthracite
M3 Contour wheels – mint, of course – and
some AC Schnitzer Cup 2 wing mirrors.
However, the biggest change was yet to
come, as Mickey explains: “I stumbled
across the current wheels by chance really. I

was looking for something else but got
chatting to this guy with an Estoril blue E36
M3 Evo. He sent me a few photos of it and
said that he had these rims on it but wanted
to go back to the originals. These wheels are
my favourite. I’ve always loved them and
have always said that if I could have any
wheels on the E36 it would be them. He was
after cash quick so I got them for £1000 with
new tyres, too,” Mikey told us. “It was a case
of being in the right place at the right time –
literally three weeks before Gaydon BMW
Festival last year, so it was all good!”

With the AC Schnitzer theme that Mikey
already had running throughout his GT,
those final touches were the perfect
additions. However, the only worry he now
had was that it was all becoming a little too
ACS-themed and might detract from just
how special the GT is; not the worst
problem to have, you might be think, but it
was easily solved by simply swapping back
to the original M3 mirrors, which has
worked a treat. 

The final addition was an AC Schnitzer

exhaust – another rare part, which makes
the S50 a little more vocal and brings a
welcome lift to the rear end. It was bolted
up with Hack Engineering billet exhaust
hangers, too. No stone has been left
unturned with this M3.

“Because of the size a few people were
saying that the wheels would never fit – but
that’s the beauty of having the KW V3s: I
could get it stanced perfectly! With a few
goes it was spot-on, with no rubbing,”
concluded Mikey. With a thorough polish up
and some fresh AC Schnitzer graphics for
them, the wheels were the perfect addition
to set the car off. 

Undoubtedly Mikey has more plans for
the GT but you can rest assured that each
and every addition will be as carefully
considered as all of those so far. E36s are on
the up, and with something as rare and as
special as his GT Imola Individual it would
be too easy to damage it with the wrong
modifications. Premium parts, great taste
and a respect for the rarity have culminated
in one very special M3 ●
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ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.2-litre straight-six S50B32, Eventuri carbon fibre
intake with build number matched to chassis number,
ARP con-rod bolts, colour-coded engine cover, 
AC Schnitzer exhaust, Hack Engineering billet exhaust
mounts. Standard six-speed manual gearbox, Rogue
Engineering gearbox mounts, braided clutch line,
standard 3.23 final drive LSD

CHASSIS
8.5x17” (front) and 10x17” (rear) AC Schnitzer Type 1
Racing three-piece wheels with 215/40 (front) and
245/35 (rear) Hankook V12 tyres, KW V3 coilovers, AC
Schnitzer carbon fibre strut brace. Standard brakes
with drilled and grooved discs front and rear, braided
brake lines

EXTERIOR
Full respray in original Individual Imola red, Class II
front spoiler removed, factory Class II rear spoiler, 

BMW Motorsport Individual side moulding badges,
custom build number plaque

INTERIOR
Individual upholstery (including Imola red door inserts
and seat centre sections, Amaretta Anthracite seat
bolsters), Amaretta Anthracite-trimmed steering wheel
with Imola stitching by Royal Steering wheels,
extended Imola leather by Bespoke Leather, Storm
Motorwerks gear knob, Storm Motorwerks cigarette
lighter blank, AC Schnitzer alloy pedal set, AC
Schnitzer door pins, BMW Motorsport International
carbon fibre glovebox trim, BMW Motorsport
International door sill trims, Harman Kardon speakers

THANKS
Bilal and Imran at Eventuri, Jim at Vines, Steven at
Taylor Made Decals, Ben at Hack Engineering, friends
and family

E36 M3 GT Imola Individual 
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This ground-hugging bagged E30 has been a true labour of love.
Words: John Tallodi   Photos: Denis Podmarkov
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E
30s have always been popular in
these pages and their retro lines
have become even more desirable
as time passes, with some amazing
builds making the most of that

effortless ’80s style. They are a great canvas
for any aspiring modder and whether
slammed, cut, turbo’d, track-prepared or
ICE’d, you can expect to find at least one
E30 nestling among these pages each month.
And this month is no exception… 

Zach Dunn is not your usual 21-year-old,
having been involved with BMWs from an
early age. His first taste of the Blue and
White Roundel was with a manual E36 325i.
“My first BMW was a birthday present from
my parents. I had tons of fun driving it and I
couldn’t have asked for a better gift and
something to start out with,” he says. Since
then he has owned half a dozen BMWs,
working his way through most of the back
catalogue of 3 Series models, with two E30
325s (including this one), an E36 M3, an E46
328Ci, as well as a pair of classic 02s. 

Having grown-up learning everything he
could from his dad (who owns a bodyshop),
none of his cars escaped without receiving
some sort of modification. “They generally
all get modified in the same way: I do some
type of suspension setup to make them a
little bit lower and I always like to change
the wheels to something that is more
unique. I also tend to do a few exterior
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upgrades, like the paint, bumpers, lips, lights
and other little details.” In fact, lowering
BMWs has become something of a passion
for Zach. He got into it when the trend
caught on in his area and all his friends
started lowering their cars – although all his
creations all bear his own distinct style.  

Having been exposed to such a variety of
machinery, Zach decided that his next
project had to be an E30. He felt that the
older cars had more character and that the
E30 had limitless modding potential as well.
Having seen so many E30s done, he just had
to have a go at making one that was just
right for his tastes. Cue his latest project: a
choice-looking E30 two-door. With its 17”
AC Schnitzer wheels and air suspension it
hunkers low over its arches and looks just
the right kind of menacing without resorting
to massive spoilers or wide-body kits. It is a
far cry from the state it was in when Zach
first laid eyes on it. Sitting forlornly at a
local shop that specialises in older BMWs, it
was a non-runner and in a relatively sorry
state, generally needing a bit of TLC in every
department. “I wasn’t really worried about
the shape it was in,” explains Zach, “because
I knew I was going to totally transform it.
The shop got it running and I picked it up a
few months later.” 

Zach likes to have everything pre-planned
well before the actual purchase, as he tells
us: “Before I even bought the car I had

everything that I wanted to do with it
figured out. From the wheels, to the colour,
to the suspension, I knew how I wanted the
car to be, inside and out. I could see it all in
my head, which really helped me throughout
the whole process.” 

Having had lots of experience with
lowering cars in the past using coilover
setups, Zach knew that he needed to go
down the air route if he wanted to go lower
and still maintain the driveability of the car.
After some research he settled on an Air Lift
setup from Bag Riders. Up front he’s running
off-the-shelf E30 struts and adjustable
camber plates, while at the rear there’s a set
of Air House 2 bags. In the boot there’s a
simple wood-mounted install with a five-
gallon tank and a single Viair compressor. 

Thanks to his knowledgeable family and
friends, Zach was not alone when it came to
getting his E30 to the spec he wanted.
“Everything was done at my dad’s shop,
Dunn’s Auto Body and Repair. My friend
Jason Hower did most of the air install with
the help of my uncle Jason Longenecker. I
did the air tank while they got the bags,
management and lines figured out.” The
pristine-looking exterior was also helped
along by Zach’s brother Ryan, his friend
Jared, and his dad – who helped spray the
car and sort out the body panels.

Many hands make light work and the car
took a total of about one month to get to a

level Zach was happy with. The bodywork
took about two weeks with a respray
completed over a weekend. Smaller items,
such as the trim and interior dyeing, took a
couple of weekends and the air install was
done in three days. Extra help and
motivation came from Zach’s wife as well as
good friend Denis Podmarkov.

Looking at the finished product, the paint
colour could have been plucked right out of
BMW’s own catalogue but it is actually a
Volvo colour and it suits the car’s looks
down to the ground. “My favourite
modification on the car was probably the
paint. It was something that my dad and I
could do together and it turned out exactly
how I was hoping,” Zach grins. “The colour
was something I hadn’t really seen before on
an E30 and I was constantly asked what the
paint code is, no matter where I went.”

When it came to choosing a set of wheels,
it took Zach a while to come to a decision. “I
had a set of 16” CCW LM20s built for the car
and I left those on for about a year,” he says.
But the AC Schnitzer Type 1s are his all-time
favourite wheels so when he finally
managed to find a set of 17” Racing splits,
his wife bought them for him and they look
awesome on the E30. The wheels sit on
4x100 to 5x120 adapters and measure 7”
wide up front and 10” at the rear, wrapped
in 195/40 and 215/40 rubber front and rear
respectively. With the car aired-out the

Three-piece 17” AC Schnitzer Type 1
Racing wheels look awesome 
and suit the E30 perfectly

I had everything 
I wanted to do 

with it figured out 
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edges of the polished lips sit absolutely flush
with the arches. Other changes to the
exterior include a Volvo front lip, US
ellipsoid headlights, blacked-out trim and a
shaved antenna. They’re all subtle mods that
add up to a head-turning result.

The interior retains its standard trim save
for an M Tech 1 steering wheel, and a re-
dyeing of the seats in a different colour to
match the paintwork better. “I didn’t get to
do too much with the interior. It was tan
when I bought it but I didn’t like the idea of
tan and purple together so I kept all the
original seats but dyed them, the carpet, and
the headliner black,” Zach tells us.

As it stands, visually the car looks perfect,
appealing in equal parts to both
traditionalists and more extreme modders
alike. However, with the eye-catching
paintwork and wheels, you may be surprised
to find that under the bonnet all is still as
BMW intended. Zach’s primary focus was
getting the car aesthetically right and as the
original M20 lump and running gear were all
in good nick he decided to leave them as is.
There is definitely a retro charm in a well-
maintained straight-six M20 coupled to a
five-speed manual ’box. 

Having planned and executed everything
out in such detail, this build must have
been a true labour of love. However,

needing funds for new projects meant the
car had to go. Having put so much of his
own style into it Zach would love to buy
the car back someday, though. “It taught
me so much, and it will always be ‘the one
that got away’,” he muses. In fact, he’s even
mentally planned additional mods he’d do if
he did ever get it back: “It would be nice to
put an S54 engine in there. I’d also go with
a full M cloth interior, upgraded seats,
Smiley headlights, M Tech 2 steering wheel,
MHW tail-lights, side skirts, and Euro
trim/grille and bumpers.” Clearly the man
has style and an appreciation for the finer
points of classic Beemer modding. Here’s
hoping this automotive relationship was
meant to be and the low riding E30 will
find its way back into Zach’s life further
down the road. 

In the meantime, with a BMW shaped hole
to fill in his driveway, what is Zach thinking
of working on next? “I’m hoping to have an
E30 M3 someday. The shape and design, the
performance, the history behind them,
pretty much everything about them makes
me want to have one. And I have every
single detail in my head about what I would
do with it!” Judging from his past record
there is no doubt that whatever changes he
undertakes, they will surely make for a
show-stopping car ●

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
2.5-litre straight-six M20B25, stock five-speed
manual gearbox

CHASSIS
8x17” (front) and 10x17” (rear) AC Schnitzer Type I
Racing wheels with 4x100 to 5x120
adapters,195/40 (front) and 215/40 (rear) tyres, Air
Lift V2 Management, Air Lift E30 front struts,
adjustable camber plates, Air House 2 rear bags

EXTERIOR
Volvo purple respray, Volvo front lip, US ellipsoid
headlights, blacked-out trim, shaved antenna  

INTERIOR
Black dyed interior, M Tech 1 steering wheel, 1/4”
airlines, five-gallon air tank, single Viair compressor

THANKS
Gabrielle Dunn, ‘Spike’ Dunn, Lorrie Dunn, Ryan
Dunn, Jason Longenecker, Jason Hower, Jared
‘Shorty’ Hower, Denis Podmarkov, Dunn’s Auto Body
and PBMW

Air-ride E30 325i
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FUEL PRESSURE REGULATORS  •  FUEL FILTERS  •  FUEL SURGE TANKS  •  FUEL CELLS  •  FUEL RAILS

R A D I U M A U T O . C O M

www.ebcbrakes.com

Kits include 100% British made ECO friendly quality high efficiency EBC brake pads, fully tested and approved to meet or exceed all known standards, 
plus premium Geomet® corrosion resistant G3000+ iron discs of your pattern choice. Geomet® is the NUMBER ONE brake disc anti corrosion surface coating
used by OEM builders (they use silver, we prefer black Geomet®). Coating withstands severe salt spray tests for corrosion resistance. Kit prices from £45.

NRS™
- NUCAP
Retention System®

creates a mechanical
bond, locking the friction
to the backing plate.

Brake Upgrade Kits
13 FABULOUS CHOICES to suit every driving style and budget.

All EBC discs are now black GEOMET® corrosion resistant coated ...

These discs WILL NOT RUST
PDK Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD01K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs
PD02K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and Geomet® black OEM 

(non slotted) style discs
PD03K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and Geomet® black OEM 

(non slotted) style discs
PD06K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD07K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD08K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and USR slotted black Geomet® discs
PD012K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and GD sport drilled black 

Geomet® discs
PD013K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and GD sport drilled black Geomet® discs
PD016K Kit Greenstuff sport pads and BSD blade style slotted black Geomet® discs
PD017K Kit Redstuff premium fast street pads and BSD blade style slotted 

black Geomet® discs
PD018K Kit Yellowstuff highest friction pads and BSD blade style slotted 

black Geomet® discs
PD040K Kit Ultimax daily driver pads and Geomet® black OEM (non slotted) style discs 

- this full vehicle kit includes 2 sets of pads and 2 pairs of discs

Brake Lines
Now Available

From
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Japan does everything differently, including
modifying its cars, and this Far Eastern 135i
has a look you won’t find anywhere else…

Words and photos:
Chris Nicholls
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T
he Japanese do ‘unique’ better
than most. Anyone who’s ever
been to the country or even just
watched their TV shows will tell
you that. From all sorts of bizarre

toys and manga to TV shows where they do
things like finding out which type of tyre flies
farthest off a ski jump, or testing how long
game show contestants can stand being
immersed in a pool of eels, Japanese culture
is about as far removed from Western norms
(even today) as it gets. Their modified
vehicles are often similarly ‘out there’. From
the extreme wings and exhausts of the kaido

racers to the utter insanity that is the decotora

scene, you are more likely to find off-the-wall
cars, bikes and trucks in Japan than almost
anywhere else. Even in the BMW ranks, you
can find stuff that plenty of Western folks
would maybe consider weird. Like a brown,
camo-wrapped X6 complete with matching
camo green AC Schnitzer wheels, or itasha

examples of various models. 
Of course, the majority of tuned BMWs,

like the majority of other vehicles in Japan,
are fairly subdued, but there are ones that
tread that fine line between the extreme and
the subtle and achieve uniqueness of
another kind – instant, eye-popping
greatness because they’re tasteful, but in a
way no one has managed before. 

K. Watanabe’s 135i ‘Kai’ (Kai meaning
modified in Japanese) is one of those
examples. Like many things in life that are
more than the sum of their parts, the basic
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ingredients for this daily driver are nothing
new. Unusual paint colour, nice wheels, big
brakes, decent drop, and a funky body kit
make up the majority of the talking points,
but it’s the way they’ve all come together
that makes this work. 

Perhaps the fact Watanabe-san is an
architect has something to do with this
success. Visually-minded and highly trained
from the get-go, Watanabe-san is probably
less likely than most to turn out an ugly
dinger. But, then again, plenty of architects
have designed buildings that many hate, so
perhaps it’s not that. Maybe it’s just the fact
Japan itself, despite the often eye-searing
extremes it produces, is generally one of the
more educated and aesthetically aware
societies out there. Whatever the reasons
behind his choices, though, Watanabe-san’s
135i is a stunner. 

Obviously, it’s hard to get past the paint as
it’s one of the key focal points here. Possibly
the main focal point. Starting out as a black
135i when he bought it, Watanabe-san
eventually had the whole car repainted in
BMW Individual Atlantis blue, and the effect
is remarkable. Deep, shimmering and with
metal flake that picks out the light just so,
it’s one of the best car colours available, 
in this writer’s humble opinion, and
unsurprisingly, it’s also Watanabe-san’s
favourite part of the build. It makes you
wonder why more BMW customers don’t
order their cars like this from the factory.

The next major point is the 1M body kit.

Studie AG, the tuning house behind the
build, has a history of fitting factory wide-
body kits to its own demo cars, but its
customer cars are often more subtle, so it’s
nice to see Watanabe-san err on the more
extreme side and go with these excellent
genuine body panels on his car.
Accentuating the ‘big brother’ bodywork are
a Varis vented carbon bonnet, carbon mirror
covers, carbon front and rear lip spoilers, an
AC Schnitzer roof spoiler, a dry carbon wing
and a customised rear diffuser, each element
carefully selected to make the most of the
already muscular 1M shape. 

However, nice paint, a 1M body kit and a
few custom touches don’t a unique street
car make. Watanabe-san wanted to make
one other change so his machine stood out.
“Before I purchased this, I wrote-off my E46
M3 on a wet mountain road after being a bit
too enthusiastic. At the time, I wanted to
replace it with a 1M, but couldn’t quite
afford it, so I thought fitting the 1M kit to
my 135i was a nice idea. However, I thought
that just fitting the kit as-is would make it a
1M clone, nothing more, so I wanted to
customise it. Having talked to the guys at
Studie, we decided a one-off, centre-exit
Arqray muffler coming out through the rear
bumper would be the best way to do it.” 
And so came arguably the most unique part
of this 135i. The twin chrome tips draw the
eye like little else on the back of the car
(some feat considering the wing) and make

ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.0-litre straight-six twin-turbo N54B30, AFE pod air
filters, Active Autowerke AP2 tune, Active Autowerke
blow-off valve, one-off Arqray centre-exit muffler,
Okada Projects Plasma Ground secondary spark
enhancer, Okada Projects Plasma Direct coils, stock
six-speed manual gearbox

CHASSIS
8.5x19” (front) and 9.5x19” (rear) Advan RZ-DF
wheels with 245/35 (front) and 265/30 (rear)
Yokoham Advan V105 tyres, JDM-only 3D Design
coilovers front and rear, ARC rear stabliser bar,
Brembo six-piston brake calipers (front), Brembo
four-piston calipers (rear), two-piece Brembo discs
front and rear

EXTERIOR
Full factory 1M Coupé body kit, Studie customised
rear diffuser section, Varis vented carbon bonnet, 
dry carbon rear wing, wet carbon front and rear 
lip spoilers, AC Schnitzer roof spoiler, carbon 
mirror covers 

INTERIOR
Recaro RS-G CL driver’s seat, Recaro Sportster
CL100H passenger seat, omamori

Japanese 135i

Fitting the kit as-is 
would make it a 1M clone so

I wanted to customise it D
A
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it go from regular street-racer-style to actual
racer-style in one hit. 

The remarkable thing, as no doubt you’ll
have noticed, is the fact no paint damage
has occurred around the tips. No browning,
no blistering, no nothing. This again is down
to extensive planning and Studie’s usual high
level of workmanship. “I knew having the
tips exit the bumper like that would prove a
risk in terms of paint damage, so I made it
very clear during the design phase that I
wanted no damage at all to occur. Thanks to
Studie’s expertise and skills, it was able to
design and install multiple heat shields to
ensure no damage occurred. Despite many
spirited drives since, there’s not a single
singe or burn mark anywhere.”

Having been privileged to sit alongside
Watanabe-san as he pushed the N54 hard, 
I can report the new exhaust sounds pretty
nice, too. A burbling thrum builds to a raspy
howl as he moves through the rev range, the
AFE pod filters adding some lovely intake
noise to the mix as well. When he lifts, the
Active Autowerke blow-off valve adds that
wonderful trademark ‘chuff-chuff’ for
maximum turbo enjoyment.  

Given there’s only a small number of other
engine mods (Okada Projects’ Plasma
Ground secondary spark control and Plasma
Direct coils, plus an Active Autowerke AP2
tune), the grunt itself is not ‘smash your
head into the seat’ huge but with the N54 in
factory spec managing sub-five second 
0-60mph times in the right conditions, the
extra few horses mean you’re still easily
looking at ’90s supercar levels of
acceleration in low gears. Perfect, really,
given Watanabe-san says a love for supercars
is what got him into tuning in the first place. 

On the handling side are a set of JDM-only
3D Design coilovers and an ARC rear
stabiliser bar. While the drive to and from
the shoot location didn’t really give us a
chance to enjoy any nice corners, it quickly
became clear from the few bumps we
encountered that the 3D Design coilovers
and their relatively soft (especially by
Japanese standards) 8kg/mm front and
12kg/mm rear spring rates at least did a
pretty decent job of masking any minor road

imperfections. Clearly designed for road use
more than anything else, that hasn’t stopped
Watanabe-san from dreaming about hitting
the track, though, even if it’s not something
he’s quite got around to. “I have all the
gear – spares, helmet, clothing and
everything else – but I’ve never actually got
around to hitting the track. At least my
equipment preparation is perfect!” he laughs. 

When Watanabe-san finally does find the
time for some circuit fun at least his brakes
will also be up to the task. The six-pot front
and four-pot rear Brembos, hiding behind
Advan RZ-DF wheels, clamp down on two-
piece slotted rotors (355mm front and
345mm rear) and will happily slow the 135i
down from even Fuji Speedway front
straight speeds. Fine for the street as they
may be, Watanabe-san may want to think
about upgrading his current Advan V105
rubber if he ever wants to attack his local
tracks in earnest, though. 

Inside, the 135i remains largely stock
apart from a driver’s side Recaro RS-G CL
seat and a Sportster CL 100H seat for the
passenger. These look almost factory, such
is the serendipitous colour matching. For
those wondering about the things hanging
from the wiper stalk, they’re omamori or
good luck charms. Available from pretty
much any Shinto shrine, they’re a staple of
Japanese life and can be bought with
prayers inside for various specific purposes.
From good study results to an incident-free
pregnancy, you can ask the local gods for
pretty much anything. Unsurprisingly, given
Watanabe-san’s lust for speed and previous
accident history, these omamori contain
prayers for a safe drive. 

Having already had plenty of safe fun in
this 135i, though, Watanabe-san’s next step
is to give all the mechanical parts a bit of a
freshen-up. From the engine to driveline,
brakes to the suspension, it’s time to treat
this unique machine to a bit of all-round
TLC. No doubt that  this (together with the
omamori) will help him enjoy
this very Japanese
BMW for many
years to 
come ●
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From its striking blue wrap to its wild interior and
extensive chassis upgrades, this E46 M3 
really is the complete package…

Words: Elizabeth de Latour   Photos: Richard Le
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R
esisting the temptation to mod an
E46 M3 is virtually impossible.
From the moment you buy one it
starts talking to you, whispering
things like ‘yes, I handle well, but

I could handle even better’ and ‘yes, I’m fast,
but I could be even faster’. And you’ve
basically got two options: either sell it and
buy a diesel hatchback, which will never
attempt to cajole you into such behaviour, 
or just get on with modding the damn thing.
Guess which option Andrew Wang chose…

“The import scene was just starting to
blow-up when I was in high school and the
E36 M3, in Estoril blue, was my dream car in
college,” Andrew tells us. “To me it was the
complete package. Then just when I was
graduating, the first images of the E46 M3
were leaked. It just blew my mind away and
took over the top spot of my wish list. It
took me a while, seven years in fact, to
finally be able to afford one. I had a decent
job, and I had just totalled my college car –
a 1995 Honda Accord – so I went car
shopping and knew right away that I would
get a used E46 M3.”

The car in question was a carbon black
example, only the second E46 M3 that
Andrew actually looked at. It was the right
colour and had some options he was after. 
“I found it on Craigslist,” Andrew explains.
“I think I lucked out; the car has been
running strong so far, even with all the
tampering I’ve done to it. The car was in
good condition when I first saw it; it was a
2004 model year car and I bought it in 2007.
The previous owner was another young guy
who probably drove it hard but wasn’t into
modifications, so I know he didn’t abuse it.
The bonus was that he had the car
registered in Texas, so that means no holes
in the front bumper for a license plate.”  

Andrew’s previous modifying experience
went no further than the aforementioned
Accord – which he’d treated to some
wheels, suspension, an exhaust, a couple of
subs, and a PlayStation 2. So with the E46
M3 being so healthily supported by the
aftermarket, it was inevitable that some
tinkering would occur, although neither
Andrew nor his M3 knew just how much
tinkering would eventually take place!

“My very first of modifications were to fit
the Brembo big brake kit, H&R springs, and
Koni shocks,” says Andrew. “The Brembo
BBK was something that I always wanted to
get for my Accord but couldn’t afford. It was
completely unnecessary but when I got my
M3, I decided to splurge. I wanted them to
stand out, too, so I didn’t want the standard
red or black calipers. I believe I was one of
the few people to have yellow calipers
painted by Racing Technologies before
Brembo started offering it as a standard
colour option. After a year, I ditched the
springs and shocks for a KW V3 coilover
setup. Several years later, I swapped out the
progressive springs for linear rate springs.

Entire interior is spectacular but the Rolls-Royce-style
starlight headliner is really different and a little a bit magical
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One of my favourite mods on the car is the
titanium Dixis strut bar. Since Dixis went
out of business, those bars are really hard to
find now.” The stance and ride height on
those V3s, clearly wound way down, is 
on-point and no mistake, dropping the M3
low to the ground and getting the tyres well
acquainted with the arches. You’d struggle
to slip a Rizzla between the rear rubber and
the bodywork. Yellow was a great choice for
the Brembos as they really do pop, and
while it’s not a shade that will partner up
comfortably with every body colour, it
would have worked perfectly with the
original Carbon black paint. Indeed, it looks
no less perfect against the current exterior
colour or the current wheels.

“My good friend Manu Gill is the owner of
wheel company Aristo Collection,” Andrew
tells us, as we get onto the all-important
subject of wheels. “To me loyalty and
supporting my friends are very important
and there was no doubt that I would have
Aristo wheels on my car. There was a brief
moment before Manu got started when I put
a set of Volk TE37 Black Series wheels on
but as soon as Aristo was up and running, 
I sold those Volks.” Aristo offers a mind-
boggling selection of different wheels in a
seemingly limitless selection of colours and
finishes, and Andrew’s choice for the M3 is
spot-on. Bucking the trend of going big, he’s
opted for a set of 18” three-piece Sport
profile MJKs with gloss black barrels,
exposed bolts and extremely sexy textured
matt black centres, with the fat tyres and
minimal stretch doing a great job of filling
what little space exists in the arches. 

The stunning blue that the car is now
presented in, a gorgeous 3M Blue Brushed

Steel wrap, is arguably the most dramatic
change to how the car looks as, from the off,
Andrew wanted to keep his E46 M3 looking
as BMW had intended. “I never wanted to
change the shape of the car much,” he says.
“I love the original styling and flow of the
car although it has gone through a few
iterations of styling changes. One of the first
things I did was to add the CSL replica
bootlid and rear diffuser. Then I went
through a couple of vented hoods, Flossman
and Asuka, and added lots and lots of
carbon fibre. After that phase, I decided I
wanted a more sleek and subtle look, so 
I got rid of most of the carbon fibre and
eliminated most vents, including shaving the
foglight openings on the front bumper.
Another important reason for getting rid 
of the vented hoods and modifying my 
OEM bumper is that nothing fits better than 

OEM parts. Through all these phases,
stretching over a nine-year period, many
shops between Los Angeles and San
Francisco had a hand in moulding the style.
I wanted to make a vehicle that grabs your
attention and makes you want to come
closer. And, as you come closer, you see
more and more details you hadn’t noticed
before. For me, it’s the subtle details that
don’t scream out at you that make a build.” 

We think Andrew’s certainly achieved his
aim here. The matt black roof, mirrors, grille
and other exterior trim details tie-in
perfectly with the dark wheels. And the
ultra-clean front bumper looks fantastic,
especially with that custom front splitter
pulled up snugly beneath it. The AGT Styling
side splitters add a sense of menace while
the Vorsteiner CSL-style bootlid and rear
diffuser are the perfect finishing touches. 
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Where the exterior is subtle, the interior
is anything but and Andrew has really gone
to town. “I got the inspiration for my interior
from a couple of my Europrojektz team-
mates, Michael and Fern, when I was in Los
Angeles,” he explains. “I knew I wanted
diamond stitching, so I took the idea to the
guy that did my team-mates’ cars. It took
some time and patience but when it was
finally finished the results were amazing.
Even now I receive compliments on its
quality and style. After that Michael Wright
from 02 Creations finished up my interior
when I moved to the Bay Area. He wrapped
the headliner and wired-in the Rolls Royce
‘Starlight Headliner’ style lights. He also
wrapped the dashboard, pillars and rear
deck.” It certainly is spectacular and while
it’s not going to appeal to all tastes, you
can’t argue with just how much work has
gone into it. You’re not likely to see another
interior quite like it, that’s for sure. Suede
mixes with leather, yellow stitching soars
across doors and dash, an E60 M5 gear knob
sits in place of the original E46 item and, 
if you can tear your eyes away from all that,
you’ll notice the Alpina 7” touch-screen head
unit custom mounted in the dash. In the
cabin sit Hertz Mille MLK 165 two-way
component speakers while the trunk is
dominated by a pair of custom-mounted DC
Audio Level 3 10” subs, with custom
hardwood floor that flips open to reveal the
Audison LRx 4.1k multi-channel amp, and
the whole install has been executed with

same incredible attention to detail as the
rest of the interior work.

You might perhaps think that because
we’ve not mentioned it yet there are no
engine mods but lift the bonnet and you’ll
find that you’re quite wrong to have made
that sort of assumption. “The S54 engine
was the last thing I wanted to modify
because the BMW engineers had pretty
much already maxed it out,” admits Andrew.
“It wasn’t a multi-category and multi-year
winner of International Engine of the Year
for no reason.” However, the urge to extract
just a little more ‘go’ was one that was too
great to resist. “One of the first mods I did
was a GruppeM carbon fibre ram air intake,”
Andrew continues. “It looked good but I
doubt it had any performance gains. I didn’t
touch the engine again until just last year
when Kalim and Miles from KLX Auto
Garage bored-out the throttle bodies for me,
removed the air box and installed the
velocity stacks for the ITBs. The tuning also
had to be converted to Alpha-N since the
MAF was eliminated.” 

The velocity stacks are perhaps the most
obvious change in the engine bay, the
stubby trumpets themselves custom-made
and mounted on ported and polished
throttle bodies that now measure 52mm
across. An Evosport exhaust manifold with
a ceramic coating has been fitted and leads
to a Rogue Engineering X-pipe and a
Kreissieg Valvetronic F1 stainless steel
exhaust system. Under the bonnet you’ll

also find a set of Rogue Engineering power
pulleys, a C&R racing rad and a Radium
Engineering open loop oil catch can kit and
fuel rail, with pulse damper and fuel
pressure gauge. One glance at those
velocity stacks and you know this engine
means business, plus it’s always good to see
someone massaging an S54 whilst keeping it
naturally aspirated, rather than taking the
forced induction route.

Andrew’s built himself an awesome E46
M3, a spectacular machine both inside and
out. He’s put a huge amount of effort into
getting everything right. The attention to
detail and quality of the work that’s gone into
it is top-notch. It’s a fantastic looking car and
one that really ticks all the boxes as far as
styling, performance and handling are
concerned. As complete a package as you
could ever want. And it’s not for show, either,
serving as Andrew’s daily, which he cites as
one of the reasons why he’s not taken the car
down the wide-body and forced induction
route. “There are no more plans for the car,”
he says, “although I’ve already started to 
de-mod the car again to make it more 
street-friendly. I want to keep it as long as
possible, although I have just put down a
deposit for a Tesla Model 3.” That’s good
news because the E46 will be the perfect
antidote to that electrical sensibleness, plus,
sparing the M3 from daily duties is likely to
make it feel more special and make Andrew
want to keep it even longer, which is most
definitely a good thing ●

For me it’s the subtle details 
that don’t scream out at you
that make a build 
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ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
3.2-litre straight-six S54B32, custom machined
aluminium velocity stack conversion, custom
ported/polished individual throttle bodies bored to
52mm, custom tuned Alpha-N with MAP engine
software management, EVOSport exhaust manifold
with ceramic coating, Kreissieg Valvetronic F1 stainless
steel exhaust, Custom Performance Innovations S-pipe,
Rogue Engineering X-pipe, Rogue Engineering power
pulleys, Radium Engineering open loop oil catch can
kit, Radium Engineering fuel rail with pulse damper and
fuel pressure gauge, C&R Racing Radiator. Stock 
six-speed SMG II gearbox

CHASSIS
9.5x18” ET22 (front) and 10.5x18” ET20 (rear) Aristo
Collection Sport MJK two-piece wheels with exposed
bolts, gloss black barrels and textured matt black
centres with 245/40 (front) and 265/35 (rear) Toyo
Proxes R1R tyres, Bimmerworld 92mm Race Bulletnose
wheel stud conversion, Project Kics R40 Neochrome
lug nuts, Vorshlag camber/caster plates and perches,
KW Variant 3 coilovers with Swift linear coilover springs
Conversion (9.0kgf/mm front and 11.0kgf/mm rear),
Dixis Spirit titanium strut brace, Status Gruppe Tuning
adjustable front anti-roll bar endlinks, SPC adjustable

rear control arms, Vibra-Technics engine mounts,
Vibra-Technics transmission mounts, Rogue
Engineering rear shock mounts, HorsepowerFreaks rear
subframe reinforcement plates, Brembo Gran Turismo
BBK with custom painted yellow calipers, six-piston
monoblock with 355mm custom pattern discs (front),
four-piston calipers with 345mm slotted discs (rear)

EXTERIOR
Full exterior 3M Blue Brushed Steel vinyl wrap, with
matt black roof, custom front bumper with shaved
foglight openings and reflectors, custom front splitter,
matt black kidney grilles, matt black wing vents, EAS
Aurora LED angel eyes, LED numberplate lights, Depo
smoked corner lenses with LED bulbs, Depo smoked
sidemarkers, Vorsteiner V-SDL single-sided carbon
fibre bootlid and V-CSL carbon fibre diffuser, AGT
styling side skirt extensions/splitters

INTERIOR
Custom black leather and suede interior with yellow
double diamond stitching on seats, door panels, armrests
and headrests, custom black suede dashboard with
yellow double stitching, custom black suede headliner,
visors, pillars and parcel shelf, OEM BMW illuminated
M5/M6 SMG shift knob, Storm Motorwerks brushed

stainless steel SMG shift paddles, brushed stainless steel
handbrake handle, brushed stainless steel SMG gaiter
ring, GSP oversized pedals, OEM BMW Eurotray, custom
painted satin silver double-DIN headunit bezel, SMG
dome and lower steering wheel trim, custom variable
remote-controlled fibre optic LED lighting in headliner,
custom hardwood boot build with Plexiglas, leather,
suede and LED lighting, Optima red top battery

AUDIO
Alpine IVA-W505 7” touch-screen DVD receiver, Hertz
Mille MLK 165 two-way component set, 2x DC Audio
Level 3 10” subwoofers, Audison LRx 4.1k multi-
channel amplifier 

THANKS
My teammates at Europrojektz around the world, Manu
from Aristo Collection, all the shops and garages that
stayed up past closing to help me finish a project for a
show including, but not limited to, 02 Creation, KLX
Auto Garage, Elite Auto Films, Performance Technic,
SpeedElement, Sonic MS, 68 Auto Detail, Stan from
Toyo Tires, my personal friends that have supported
and inspired me despite my obsession for details and
all my snarky comments (I’m looking at you Toby,
Marvin and Patdeezy) and finally NGC and SGC!

E46 M3
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Telephone 0208 598 9115 Part of the Auto Enhance Group
Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  United Kingdom

• Full Service Centre

• Full/Intermediate Interval 
Vehicle Servicing

• Purpose built Paint & Body Shop
• 6 Year Paint Warranty
• Insurance Approved Repairs
• Interior retrims & repairs

Repair Centre

Main Dealer Level Servicing
...and it won’t cost the shirt off your back!

See website
for current 
service offers
www.mstyle.co.uk

The extensive 3D Design range includes
everything from splitters and diffusers to

suspension upgrades and exhausts. 
To see their full range please visit

www.mstyle-3ddesign.co.uk 

M-Style Appointed UK Distributors of 3-D Design Tuning & Styling Products

Scan this code with your smartphone to
see the 3D Design range

• All BMW & Mini models

• MOT testing & Repairs

• Suspension, Brakes 
• Laser Alignment

• Air Conditioning Servicing

MOT testing 
and Repairs

Painting/Fitting Available

ORDER ONLINE
or OVER THE PHONE

by Reliable Courier

WE DELIVER
WORLDWIDE

Affordable Rates

MENU SERVICING
REPAIRS & Maintenance

Subject to Status

FINANCE
AVAILABLE0%

X6M

Job Sheet - BMW X6M

• Lumma CLR X6R bodykit 
conversion consisting of front 
and rear bumper side skirts, 
arch extensions and exhaust 
system.

• Lumma 22” CLR racing wheels

• Mosselman tuning module
Sprint Booster

Car of the Month

Amazing Value Guaranteed

PRICE MATCH
POLICY Unbeatable Prices33

cars always in stock

CAR SALES
A RANGE of BMW 

Same Day Re-Map Service

A Stage 1 tuning upgrade typically gives gains of around
30bhp and an increase in torque of 70Nm. Available for
almost all BMW models with prices starting from just
£277.44 including VAT. All our remaps have been
developed using extensive dyno testing and have been
throughly tested for performance and reliability. 

Mosselman iMoss Tuning
Remap your car 
from your home 
laptop PC !

Tune for optimum performance and fuel economy!
iMoss tool alone £129.00
10% discount on remap program for your car.
Call for prices.

Wheels & Tyres
• Wheel & Styling Showrooms
• Helpful & Experienced Staff 
• Tyre Fitting & Balancing

Remapping
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1M Look Conversion

2 Series Kerscher Splitter

Shop on-line at www.mstyle.co.uk or visit our store & showroom
Showroom & Service Centre:  Unit 2,  Northgate Park,  Collier Row Road,  Romford,  Essex  RM5 2BG.  United Kingdom

LM Style - 18”, 19” ,20”
Wider rears. Various Colours

Apollo - 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style - 18”, 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

CSL Style Black 18”, 19”
Wider rears. Various Colours

All prices include VAT. Prices correct at time of going to press
but subject to alteration without notice. E&OE.

Includes a powerdome and teardrop
vents.  In GRP . . . . . . . . . £1295.00
In carbon fibre.. . . . . . . . . £1595.00

E91/E92/93 Rear Diffusers

£69.95
£120.00

FROM

Genuine BMW Wheels available at favourable prices.
Package deals with performance tyres - call or visit website for prices.
GENUINE BMW Spares and Accessories available - call for a quote!

VELOS Designwerks Forged Wheels

Genuine BMW Wheels at favourable prices
FROM

Now you can give your E82 or E88
BMW the ‘1M look’ with M-Style’s
new body styling conversions.

Front Bumper with distinctive large
air intakes and cheek vents. £699.00
Front Splitter for bumper . . £295.00
Rear Bumper Kit, with cut-outs for a
twin tailpipe exhaust system (not
included) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £472.00

Carbon Fibre Kerscher front splitter
for F22/23 M-Spor t models £279.00

Carbon Fibre
Kerscher front
splitter for
E82/E88 1M
£279.00

£798.00

for 1 Series E82/E88

Body kits, spoilers and halo lights
available for most BMW models.
Please call for visit website

UUC Short Shift Eisenmann Exhausts

Reduces shift travel by 35% at stock
height and 40% when reduced to
short end of height range. 
Increased smoothness, acoustically
isolated from linkage. 

Digital Data Displays . from £599.00
Cars with Exhaust Flap from £995.00
Available for most BMW’s from 2006
onwards including the E46 M3

FROM

£160.00

FROM

£1295.00

Lightweight M-Look Bonnet

Quantum- 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

SET of FOUR

£750.00

Vented powerdome bonnet
Primed £495.00 / Carbon £695.00

Parts, Accessories & Upgrades for all BMW Models

Springs & Suspension Kits

SUSPENSION
and CHASSIS TUNING

Tyres from just £495 per set

MASSIVE RANGE
of ALLOY WHEELS and

Nationwide Pick Up/Drop Off

COURTESY CARS
available DURING SERVICE

Discs, Calipers, Pads & Hoses

BRAKE UPGRADES
BIG BRAKE KITS

• Get ready for Summer with our Air-Con Check Up and Re Charge from £59.95 • Free Coolant Check • 

Styling for E92/93 Facelift

Lighting - E30 & E32/E34

Lighting Upgrade Set - E46 H&R Lowering Springs

Front Foglamp Sets

Carbon Fibre Front Splitter
Fits E92 & E93 LCI facelift models 
Adds more aerodynamic downforce
Price: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £279.00

MStyle Racing 3 piece splitter 

£279.00

£129.00Fits E46 and
E39 Sports
and M3/M5

Angel Eye Headlamps
for E30 & E32/E34
Black or Chrome . . . . . . . . £129.00

Superbright HID Xenon Conversion
for E92/E93
supplied . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £195.00
fully fitted . . . . . . . . . . . . . . £295.00 

M-Style ‘Sportlook” Kits

E92/93 HID Xenon Conversion

£195.00
FROM

Projector
£79.00

Foglamps
£59.00

Smoked 
£59.00

E46 Sportlook
Unpainted
from . . £450.00
Painted & fitted
. . . . . . £850.00

4 Series Sportlook Kit

Awron Data Displays

Black-Chrome finish (not painted)

£50.00
FROM

ICI Rear Lamp Upgrade
For early 
E92 & E93

Includes
complete 
rear lamp units and 
wiring adaptor to update to late model
ICI lights. Update kit . . . . . . . £634.80
Coding to car’s ECU (required) £96.00

ShadowChrome Grille

£879.00

• Air-Con Servicing
• Alloy Wheel Refurb

• Window Tinting
• Vinyl Film Wrapping

£495.00
FROM

FROM

M Look Front Wings

BMW 1 Series Panels

4 Series Styling

Fits BMW 4 Series F32/F33 Coupé &
Conver tible models  . . . . . .£879.00

£279.00

£399.00

£348.00

1 Series Carbon Splitter

Fits F20 

Various versions
including Quad Exhaust
Unpainted from £120.00

Carbon Fibre from £204.00

F32/33 Kerscher front splitter . £289.00

CSL style bootlid 
(for coupe only)
Primed £409.00
Carbon £549.00

Lighting Upgrade 
Package
Includes LED Rear Lights 
(4 Pieces),Side Repeaters and Front   

Indicators in clear or smoked. 
Saloon (all) & Coupe 

(   >2003). . . . . . . . . . . . . £177.60
Conver tible (>2003) . . £234.00

£177.60
FROM

Quad Exhaust
Conversions
from £975.00

Lowering Spring 
Kits available for 
most BMW models 
from  £169.58
for set of 4

FROM

£169.58
Tyrus - 18”, 19” Wider
rears. Various Colours

Examples:
E46 lowering springs . . . from £175
E92 lowering springs . . . from £199
F10 lowering springs . . . from £250
F80 M3 F82 & F84 M4 lowering
springs . . . . . . . . . . . . . from £219

£599.00
FROM

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

M-Style is proud to announce that it has just been appointed the UK
Distributor of the exclusive Velos Collection of forged, concave profile, one,
two, and three piece wheels. The Velos Collection offers the perfect wheel
solution for luxury and exotic car applications since each wheel set is
individually produced to order, to the customers’ own specifications, while keeping
factory-like performance in mind. Numerous customer specified finish options available
with diameters from 18  to 24”. Price according to customer specification. Please call

S3 D7 S6S2

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!

F32/33 gloss black kidney grilles with
the double slates (M3 look) £69.95

Body kits, spoilers and halo 
lights available for most BMW
models. Please call for details

Evo carbon vented bonnet for all F32
and F33 models excellent quality and
fitment. £798.00  

Carbon rear diffuser for all F32 4
series 435i models or cars with the
dual exit exhausts. £499.00

£499.00

Complete with
chrome trims and
side indicators

E90/E91 £348
E92/E93 £348

E8x 1 series £399
F10/F11 . . . £399
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Download 

We’ve teamed up with the tech wizards at pocketmags to

offer more interactive content than ever before, available on

more platforms than ever before!

All of our digital magazine subscriptions and issues can be

downloaded from anywhere in the world and read on PC,

Mac, iPad, iPhone, Android devices, Kindle Fire, Windows 8

devices and the BlackBerry Playbook.

From just£2.99 per issue!

Now available on:

www.pocketmags.com/pbmw

Like to read your magazines digitally?
No problem!
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Visit air-lift.co/3h3p  
to configure your 1/4” or 3/8”  

control system.

KIT FEATURES
1. Adjustable camber plates with high-quality spherical bearings 

depending on application
2. Compact double-bellows air spring or sleeve-style bags
3. Red anodized aluminum accents
4. 30 levels of damping adjustment, monotube threaded strut with 

independent ride height adjustment

5. Black powder-coated strut bodies and lower mounts
6. Up to 5.8” (147mm) of drop, depending on application
7. Vehicle specific upper and lower mounts to ensure an OEM quality fit.
8. Most kits also come with braided stainless steel air lines, and all 

necessary fittings and hardware for mounting

THE ULTIMATE  
IN ADJUSTABILITY

airliftperformance.com | UK Distributor - Car Audio Security - Tel.: 020 8561 9485  

AVAILABLE FOR MOST  
BMW PLATFORMS
AVAILAABBLLLLEEEEE FFFFFFOOOOOORRRRRR MMMMOOSST 
BMW PLATFORMS

BMW E9x 
3-Series
Front Kit 
#78510
Shown

2

1

5

7 8

3

6

4

Visit air-lift.co/3h3p

6

THE NEXT LEVEL  
IN AIR MANAGEMENT
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A classic is not a project to be undertaken lightly but 

with a bit of love, care and attention the results can 

be spectacular, as this 1600 demonstrates.

Words: Elizabeth de Latour

Photos: Matt Richardson
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did up and sold, then a Polo GTI but that
was too ‘boy racer’. Then I had another Mk2
for four years which I turned into a show
car on air. I decided that the next car I was
going to build was something like a 2002; 
my dad had bought a VW split-screen
camper and we started going to more retro
shows, which were more fun and chilled. I
wanted something that would crossover
between the modified shows I was used to
going to and the retro shows, so two days
later I put the Mk2 up for sale and started
looking for a car to buy. 

“This 1600 popped up and looked really
tidy. It had just been imported from Ireland
and was over in Leamington Spa. It was only
running on three cylinders and needed some
work but it was the best example I’d seen so
I bought it. Going from a new car to one
that’s 45 years old was a big change and I
knew nothing about BMs before this!

“The car was completely stock and the
springs were pretty shot so my original
plan was to change the springs and wheels.
A lot of the US forums were very helpful
and I bought the parts I needed from
Jaymic, along with its restoration guide. 

O
wning an older car takes
dedication. Anything from the
mid-’80s is okay, a little fragile
now, perhaps, mainly due to
age and/or mileage but could

most definitely be daily driven with little or
no problems to hamper ownership and
enjoyment. I’m speaking from personal
experience with a 1987 E28 518i. And with a
bit of work and upkeep an ’80s car will most
definitely bring you many years of motoring
pleasure. Then there are the cars from the
’70s, or even earlier, that require a bit more
dedication to look after properly. More
things are likely to go wrong. There’s going
to be more rust to worry about and owning
a car of that vintage is not a decision to be
made lightly as ownership will require
commitment. Fortunately, Laurence Turner
is very committed and both he and his car-
loving dad have the skills and hands-on
approach that makes owning a car like this
1600 that much less painful. 

“I’ve always been into cars,” Laurence
begins. “It’s dad’s fault! I’ve owned and
modified a lot of cars over the years. I had a
Corsa B that I wrote off, a Mk2 Golf that I

I’d already bought a Haynes guide for the
car but the Jaymic book is fantastic and
was my bible for the project. The biggest
problem was actually getting hold of parts.
It was a real nightmare. I mainly found
what I needed in the US and Germany but
even then it took a long time to find bits. 
It took me six months to get a steering
wheel boss, for example.”

Of course, it was worth the wait when it
came to all the parts for this 1600 and it
took Laurence and his dad less than a year
to get the car to where it is now, working on
it every weekend and building it on the
drive. Laurence’s friend, Luke from Decked
Metals (hence the stickers), also helped with
the project. The plan of changing the
suspension and the wheels was
accomplished but, as you can probably tell
from looking at the photos, Laurence took
his 1600 that little bit further… 

The wheels, 8x15” BBS RMs, were
purchased from Racing Team Hofmann in
Germany and the classic cross-spokes have
been fully chrome powdercoated making
them ridiculously shiny, which harmonises
perfectly with the chrome brightwork that
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can be found around the car. 
While the original plan had been to

change the springs for a fresh set, the
opportunity to give the suspension a bit of
an overhaul was too great to resist, and the
1600 now sits on a set of custom Gaz
coilovers, with extended threaded bodies at
the front. This means Laurence has been
able to really drop the little 1600 on its belly
and it looks awesome for it, those 15s sitting
perfectly up in the arches.

At the back there’s a window louvre and,
you won’t be surprised to learn, these are
rarer than rare. “I got lucky. It was listed on
a forum as a plastic window vent.” explains
Laurence with a wide grin. “The seller did
not know what he was in possession of!”
The window louvre adds the finishing touch
and is the perfect period addition to a car
that, stance aside, looks very original with
those exceedingly cool foglights mounted on
the front bumper and that vintage AA badge
attached to the extremely shiny front grille.

The interior is pretty standard, which we
reckon is a good thing. Those mustard-
coloured doorcards and the classic three-
dial dash design make it a wonderfully retro

place to spend some time. There are a pair
of Lux Tii seats and Laurence fitted a Grip
Royal steering wheel – with the deep-dish
design and light wood trim being the
perfect choice to complement the overall
interior ambience.

You’d have to have a heart of stone to
look at this 1600 and not fall in love with it.
The BBS RMs are the perfect size and style
for the car, the way it sits is spot-on. The
fact that Laurence hasn’t messed around
with the styling, bar the addition of the
period-correct louvre, means you get to
enjoy those classic lines uninterrupted. 

“I’ve taken it to as many shows as I
possibly can,” says Laurence, “including
one in Germany. I’m pleased to say the car
was fine on the drive over. I really loved
the experience and the car received a lot of
attention.” But the ownership experience
hasn’t been all smiles and sunshine,
unfortunately, and it’s actually other
owners that have soured the experience,
sadly. “The 02 community isn’t about
stanced cars and the US really hates the
sort of car that I’ve built, so it’s been hard
finding people who can help me,” explains

Laurence. “I prefer a more chilled scene
and, really, I’m not about the scene, I just
want to hang out with my car friends, play
with cars and have fun.” We think that is a
great philosophy to have. It’s such a shame
that purist elitists are ruining the classic
BMW ownership experience for the
younger crowd who want to do things their
way; why can’t we all just get along?
Ultimately, Laurence is looking to sell the
1600 but, thankfully, not because of some
small-minded idiots; it’s purely due to a
change in circumstances. And with a Polo
as a daily and a history of modified VWs
behind him, it’s no surprise to learn that
he’s looking at a Jetta for his next project.
Still, at least he explored the world of
modified Bavarian machinery and his very
first foray is one that neither he nor anyone
else will forget in a hurry ●
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ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
1.6-litre four-cylinder M10, four-speed 
manual gearbox

CHASSIS
7x15” (front) and 8x15” (rear) BBS RM 002 wheels
with Brilliant Silver powdercoated baskets, chrome
coated bolts and genuine BBS centre caps with
165/50 (front) and 185/45 (rear) tyres, Gaz Gold
custom coilovers, Gaz billet adjustable camber 
top mounts

EXTERIOR
Zender-type fibreglass splitter, genuine Autoplas rear
window louvre 

INTERIOR
Lux Tii seats, Grip Royal ‘Woodie’ steering wheel

THANKS
Special thanks to dad, Luke and Alex for their help
with the build, all the Decked Metals crew, Auto
Finesse for its amazing products, Jaymic for all its
knowledge and help, Mark Ikeda for building these
amazing wheels, Heidi for letting me fill the house
with car parts

1600
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CLASSIC BMW PARTS

JAYMIC LTD, 2002 THURGARTON RD, ALDBOROUGH, NORFOLK, NR11 7NY, UK
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Suppliers of new genuine,
original equipment,

aftermarket and used,
Classic BMW parts.

WWW.JAYMIC.COM
t: +44 (0)1263 768768
F: +44 (0)1263 768336
E: 02parts@jaymic.com

www.nankangtyre.co.uk

NS-2R 

NS-2R AR-1
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T
he laws of thermodynamics are
always stifling our fun. Just look
at mankind’s age-old desire to
build a perpetual motion
machine (that is, a device that

can work indefinitely without an energy
source) – fiddly little details like friction and
energy transfer make the whole thing
physically impossible. 

Still, without realising it, mankind has got
pretty close, allowing a fella by the name of
Joe Addison to evolve as a sort of self-
perpetuating entity. Sure, he requires fuel,
but that fuel is simply his own enthusiasm
for modifying cars, and that appears to be a
pretty inexhaustible resource.

When you start to dig through his
historical diaries to see where it all started,
Joe’s story mirrors that of many of us in the
modding scene. “I’ve been into cars since I
can first remember,” he says, “mainly
because of my dad, and growing up playing
with Hot Wheels, playing Need for Speed on
the PlayStation and watching Fast and

Furious… I knew cars were going to be a

Joe Addison isn’t the type of guy to sit around and wait for life to happen. 
He’s ripping through this project at breakneck speed, it’s hard to keep up… 
Words: Daniel Bevis  Photos: Simon Ward
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big part of my life.” Sound familiar? Sure,
we’re talking to a kindred spirit here. The
petrolhead dad, the toys, the video games,
the movies – he’ll be telling us that he had 
a rubbish hatchback as a first car next.
“My first car was a 1.2-litre Fiat Punto.”
Yep, there it is. “I had that for about a
month before the engine blew up! Then I
bought a Ford Fiesta Zetec S which was fun
for a bit. I loved it at the time but then I
managed to save up enough money for a
BMW – the car I’d wanted for as long ago 
as I can remember.”

This lifelong yearning for Bavarian
propellers is all thanks to the
aforementioned father, who amazed and
captivated the young Joe by virtue of a shiny
new 320d Compact, which the fledgling car
fan fell instantly and irretrievably in love
with. “I can always remember the orange
lights on the dash at night, and thinking to
myself ‘I’ll have one of these one day’. 
He used to let me drive it all the time, too,
while I was learning, so this made me want
one even more,” Joe reminisces. It’s safe to
say that the Beemer bug had got him good.

So, with a keenness for a BMW and a
world of choices out there, what did he opt
for? Well, being relatively young it had to be
something reasonably insurable, meaning
that the budget seesaw could tip towards a
newer car rather than a faster car, and he
ended up with an E92 320i M Sport. Pretty

66 PERFORMANCE BMW

Custom 18” three-piece Style 32
wheels look incredible and 
the fitment is perfect
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solid choice, we reckon. And to go from a
Punto to a Fiesta to an E92 is a mighty bold
leap – see what we mean about this self-
perpetuating energy the guy has? It’s passion
and hard work that got him to this point.
And this was merely the start of the fun…

“I’d modified my previous cars, just never
as much as this one,” Joe explains. “With 
the Punto it was mainly the audio that I
upgraded, as well as buying some white
TSW Venoms for £50 off eBay, which I
thought were cool at the time, but looking
back they were actually awful!” Ah, c’mon –
we reckon the Venom is in retro territory
now; they might just have come full circle
and become kitschy-cool again. And they
look a lot like X5 Style 63s. But we digress.
Joe had identified a decent-condition E92 on
Auto Trader, shelled out five figures to get
his name on the V5, thrown on some Jay Z
and taken the thing for a Big Pimpin’

cruise. Where next?
“Oh, I’d had this all planned for years,” 

he grins, the sly young fox. “My dad always
used to buy new wheels and exhausts and
stuff for his BMW, and I knew when I owned
one I’d be the same. I knew in my head how
I wanted it to look, so it was just a case of
speaking to my other car enthusiast friends
and making it all work and become a reality,
which it did, and it all worked without any
problems.” Gratifying to hear, and much of
this success is attributable to the busy hands
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and fevered imagination of Jack and Jim at
Projekthäus, the Cleckheaton-based
modifying powerhouse where the E92 found
itself becoming rather better acquainted with
the Tarmac. You see, part of Joe’s vision was
to get the thing sitting cartoonishly low, and
the versatility of air-ride was his means to
achieve this. Rocking Air Lift’s revered
Performance Series hardware with V2
management, the precision and
fastidiousness of the install means that Joe’s
rear wheels, complete with gently stretched
rubber, pull off that neat trick of sitting with
the sidewall inside the arch and the shiny lip
outside when the car’s aired out – how’s that
for mastery of the craft?

Those wheels are really rather special, in
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The right set of
wheels and the right
combination of lows
can make a car 

fact. They may have tripped a little buzz of
recognition in your brain, which is now
prodding at your frontal lobes, insisting that
you recognise them but can’t quite place
where from. The answer, in fact, is that you
do recognise the design… just not quite in
this form. We’ll let Joe explain: “I’d
considered lots and lots of wheels, from
Rotiforms to Works, but after searching high
and low on social media, Google Images and
BMW forums, I noticed that most people
were just buying the same type of wheel. 
So I thought I had to switch things up bit
and change the game! That’s when I got in
touch with Rafał from CR Custom Wheels in
Poland; we spoke for many weeks, planning
on building something really special which

also stayed OEM. Rafał explained to me that
his company can take any wheel you want
and make it into a two- or three-piece split-
rim. When I heard that I instantly visualised
a Style 32 split with a big lip. So I ordered a
set of 18” three-piece Style 32s – the only set
ever made in that size in the world. I waited
nine weeks for them to arrive, and one of
Rafał‘s drivers drove all the way from
Poland to Projekthäus just to hand deliver
them for me.”

An impressive tale, and testament to
Joe’s commitment to doing things
differently. The finished product measures
9.5”-wide apiece on the front axle, with an
extra inch each out back; the lips are 2.5”
and 3.5” respectively, and the offsets are
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ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
2.0-litre four-cylinder N43B20, remap, K&N cone
filter, twin-pipe exhaust, six-speed manual gearbox

CHASSIS
9.5x18” (f) and 10.5x18” (r) BMW Style 32 custom
three-piece split-rims with 2.5” lips (front) and 3.5”
lips (rear) and 205/40 (front) and 235/40 (rear)
Nankang tyres, Air Lift air-ride with V2 management

EXTERIOR
Avery grey wrap, 1M front bumper conversion

INTERIOR
BMW E90 touchscreen system, Novak & Boden 
air install

THANKS
Thanks to Jim and Jack at Projekthäus for doing
the majority of work on the car, Rafał at CR 
Custom Wheels, my family and girlfriend 
for putting up with me when I don’t shut up 
about the car or when I’m out working long 
hours on it, Simmy for the photoshoot, and all 
the Killers crew

Air-ride E92 320i

crazy low just to get the rollers perfectly
located. “The first test fit was nerve-
wracking as I’d kind of guessed sizes, specs
and offsets,” he admits. “We stuck the first
rear wheel on, put the Air Lift on manual
mode and slowly lowered it down
millimetre by millimetre. It sat absolutely
perfectly, just the way I wanted it: with
slight poke, the arch sitting on the lip.”
Serendipitous stuff indeed.

There was further mischief to be made
down at Projekthäus, owing to the fact that
Joe’s a vehicle wrapper by trade running his
company, Paint Killers in Ossett West
Yorkshire, out of that building, too. It was
inevitable that his cherished project would
end up vinyl-wrapped in some form or

another, if only to give him the excuse to
stroke every inch of the E92’s sylphlike body,
which is why you now see the thing artfully
swathed in smooth grey vinyl. The shopping
list on the doors serves as a throwback to his
childhood enthusiasm for the Fast and

Furious franchise because, hey, you’ve got
to remember where you came from.

“I just love the rims and the air,” Joe
enthuses. “The right set of wheels and the
right combination of lows can just make a
car. I’d first taken it to Fuelled Society in
2014, back when it was on BBS LMs and
wrapped in matt blue, but the first show
with this look was more recently, with it
taking centre stage.” And now that the look
is complete, and time has marched on and

chilled-out the insurance man a bit, Joe can
start looking at upping the performance
levels, right? “Yeah, I haven’t done a lot in
that area yet,” he agrees. “It’s just had a
K&N, a twin-pipe exhaust and a remap. But
I’m weighing up the possibility of a 335i
engine swap…” Blimey. Now that would be
something. And we already know what
happens when Joe Addison gets an idea into
his head – it’s not a case of ‘if’, but ‘when’.

“The car’s already changed a lot since this
shoot,” he chuckles enigmatically. “I’ve got
some very big plans for next season. I’m not
going to tell you what, you’ll just have to
keep an eye out.” Indeed we will. Something
tells us that this little ball of energy is just
going to keep getting faster and faster ●
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Having made the transition from racer
to rally machine, this E30 M3 is as
focused and hardcore as they come.
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T
here’s no air-ride suspension, no
handcrafted modified bodywork,
no deep lacquered paintwork or
fancy hand-stitched leather
interior. There’s not even a smart

ICE install or a glitzy set of sparkly rims.
But this doesn’t stop Allan Davies’ E30 M3
being one hell of a car, one that’s more than
worthy of being featured amongst these
pages. The reason for the lack of all these
pretty bits and bobs is quite obvious: this is

a car built to do a job. To do battle on
Tarmac rally stages, to be exact. But it
wasn’t always that way…

Way back in 2009 Allan had campaigned a
pretty successful season in the Classic
Thunder series, driving a 2004 Clio Cup car.
However, he yearned to drive something
more ‘classic’, preferably rear-wheel drive
and with a good deal more poke. The search
for such a beast led him to the doors of JC
Racing in Yorkshire. There he found this 

ex-Mark Smith racing E30 M3 nestling
amongst all the other treasures. Mark had
raced it in the Britcar series and a few 24-
hour events but had plans to move up to an
E92. Allan, being the charitable type,
naturally offered to help out by making a bit
more space for Mark by buying the E30.

Coming from a company like JC Racing
meant that the car was already pretty well
sorted. It came equipped with a Russ
Cockburn-built S14 motor which pushed
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(Top) Russ Cockburn-built S14 puts
out a seriously impressive 320hp;
bespoke fuel cell mounted in boot
floor with twin Facet pumps

It had to be done right. 
I’d be disappointed myself if I’d
undone JC’s sterling work
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out a useful 320hp. It’s an all-steel affair,
high revving and fitted with Works throttle
bodies, Works plenum and pretty hot cams.
A real peach, as they say. There was a
Drenth six-speed ’box and two-way
adjustable KW coilover suspension. She
was ready to race, straight from JC. Allan
enjoyed the next two seasons in the Classic
Thunder series again and notched up a
couple of wins in the Pre-’93
Championship. He even had a pretty
successful trip to Spa. 

There was, however, something of a
thought starting to manifest in the back of
Allan’s mind. You see, racing wheel-to-wheel
on a congested race track certainly makes
for exhilarating, heart-pounding action.
However, the problem with that is that you
can come a proper cropper at the hands of
some other adrenalin-fuelled hot-head that
reckons he can see a gap when quite clearly
there isn’t one. This often results in some
rather expensive carnage, and at no fault of
your own.

Now, Allan does have the good fortune to
co-own Driveme, a Stafford-based supercar
experience business. This means that the
E30 has a permanent home and trusted

spanner guys to keep it just so. That said,
the team has more than enough to do
keeping temperamental Ferraris and
Lambos going, never mind the possibility of
regular panel damage, or worse, to the
Beemer from racing it. No, it was time to
return to Allan’s roots: rallying. At least that
way, if it did get damaged he could only
blame himself!

“There’s no way I’d take her into the
woods on a loose event,” Allan assures us.
“Tarmac is where it needs to be, and I was
sure it wouldn’t take much to get her ready.”
Really? Allan is first to admit, he’s a bit
mechanically challenged. “In my own little
world I thought the transition from race to
rally would be fairly simple,” he explains.
Well, after a bit of research and chatting to
people in the know, it became obvious there
was a bit more to it than he first thought.
You may think that racing and rallying are
very close relations and that it can’t be that
difficult to hop from one discipline to the
other. The trouble is, they both need very
different skills and techniques to be
competitive. Put a racing driver into a rally
car and see how they get on. It’s not as
straightforward as you’d think. And that
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goes for the machinery used, too. 
The E30 was already a superb bit of kit 

so it was only fair the conversion was
entrusted to some people that knew what
they were doing, as Allan explains: “It had 
to be done right. I’d be disappointed with
myself if I’d undone JC’s sterling work.”

Butler Motorsport took on the job of the
strip down and eventual rebuild. The
engine was the key to Butler’s work. It was
already a fine motor but it was built to
race. Butler’s Terry Wilson bored and
stroked it with Arrow steel rods and forged
endurance pistons. The head was specially
reworked to give improved low-end torque
and a set of Schrick special order cams
finished the job. Harry Hockley took the
shell into his care where it was media
blasted, seam welded and painted. Sump
guard mounts were added, as well as
additions to the already modern sculpture
of a roll cage. Sill stand mounting points
were also added. 

Back at Butler, discussions were afoot
regarding the transmission. The Drenth 
six-speed had been great on track but would
prove to be ill-suited to twisty Tarmac
stages. A friendly natter with Carl from
Tractive Motorsport Transmissions led to
the fitment of one of its RD906 six-speed
sequential boxes. With his help, a set of
ratios have been selected to give a top speed
of around 120mph at 8500rpm and a full
remap of the S14 would soon make those
figures a reality. The tunnel needed further
modification to accept this new gearbox,
which meant the extra hassle of getting it
back to Hockley’s again to have it sorted,
but it was worth it. At least the extra time
there was utilised to change the fuel tank
from a large endurance race one to a smaller
capacity bespoke cell which sits low on the
boot floor and looks like a real work of art
in its own right.

You’ve heard the term, ‘opening a can of
worms’, well that’s an understatement with
this build. Hurdles popped up at every turn;
time-consuming things like attaching mud-
flaps, fitting a second seat, and having to
design an entirely new wiring loom. The
loom in a racer is pretty simple compared
with that of a standard car, never mind one
needed for a rally car. There were very few
creature comforts in the original race
version, a simple dash display and
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rudimentary lighting all made it a bit of a
doddle to wire up. Now, though, there were
things like the dipped and main beam,
spotlights, a trip computer and a Works
dashboard to wire up. While we’re on about
the dash, it does look the absolute dog’s
danglies and sets off a very purposeful
looking interior. 

Then there was the reworked fuel system
and pumps, along with an accessible fuse
box. All in all, quite a headache, and that’s
putting it mildly. “I couldn’t believe the stuff
that had to be done that just kept cropping
up,” Allan explains. “Putting a second wiper
back on and needing power steering just
added to the adventure.” Apparently the
rack was a real pain in the proverbial. It
was on and off more times than Casanova’s
trousers. It does work now and is just
about two turns lock to lock, an absolute
must when hustling this beauty around a
tricky twisty event. The braking system is
pretty much as it was when prepped to race
with four-pots, servo assist and adjustable
bias control, only now the calipers are

home to different, more suitable pad
materials. The only other change was a
hydraulic handbrake. Apart from the brave
muggins that sits in the passenger seat, the
hydro handbrake has to be one of the most
vital parts to a rally car. Any rally driver
worth his salt will rely on a good handbrake
to help flick the tail out when the need
arises. The KW adjustable coilover
suspension remains, except that Allan is
still testing different spring rates to achieve
the best combination.

So, what’s next? “The car is just about
event ready,” Allan reckons. “There are
some new circuit based rallies in an MSV
Championship for 2016. These will be a
great testing ground as they’ll be at venues
we already know, albeit made a lot tighter
with added chicanes and in some cases run
in the opposite direction.” Well fella, we
have to admit, it all sounds a real hoot and
the car looks ready for anything. The only
thing we would say is, after all the anguish
and swearing in getting it sorted, don’t
bloody bend it! ●

E30 M3 rally car looks
absolutely awesome on
the outside, with some
ridiculously cool mud-flaps
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ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
2.3-litre four-cylinder S14B23, steel crank and rods,
fully lightened and balanced, gas-flowed cylinder
head with special profile Schrick cams, Works throttle
bodies and plenum, dry sumped, race flywheel,
Tractive RD906 sequential six-speed dog ’box,
competition multi-plate hydraulic clutch, Works LSD

CHASSIS
8x17” (f&r) Team Dynamics forged motorsport
wheels with 215/45 (f&r) competition tarmac tyres
(wheels and tyres are event dependant), KW
adjustable platform coilovers, four-piston calipers
with Pagid RS 4-2 pads (f&r)

EXTERIOR
BMW Motorsport E30 M3 shell, fully seam welded,
Evo rear spoiler and front bumper, polycarbonate
side windows and sliders, Kaylan Rally mud-flaps
and MSA regulation towing points

INTERIOR
Fabricated fuel tank in wheel well with twin Facet
pumps, full FIA multi-point cage with harness bars,
Works Stack and AVO dash and fabricated switch
panel, quick release Momo steering wheel with
launch button, all lines plumbed inside with brake
bias control and FIA regulation extinguisher system,
Corbeau Pro Series seats and five-point harnesses

E30 M3 rally car
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Show your love for Performance BMW with our stickers and 
keyrings. Made from white vinyl, our stickers look great on

windows, bodywork, or both, while our stylish embossed metal
keyrings are available in black on white or white on black.

z

STICKERS 

Available exclusively from www.unitymags.com

KEYRINGS
£4.99

£3

PERFORMANCE BMW

Stickers &
Keyrings

Available Now!
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”I use both the Tractive gearbox and differential and couldn’t be more satisfied, for me it’s simply the best alternative. 
Easily shifted and reliable products. Due to the high durability and minimal wear service is seldom needed which of 

course leads to low maintenance and running costs.” 
- Oskar Sundell, Swedish Hill Climb Champion, BMW M3 E30

Tractive AB I carl.nelson@tractive.se I bjorn.engstrom@tractive.se I +46 243 221155 I www.tractive.se

RD90 (5 or 6-speeds)RDT175 BMW Differential type 188 & 210

Proven Technology and Reliability

Please note: The product pictures are not proportional
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T
he E36 really is the perfect BMW
when it comes to modifying.
Think about it: it’s cheap, there
are plenty to choose from, and
the selection of aftermarket

upgrades is truly unsurpassed. If you want
to build yourself a modified E36 project car,
you are spoiled for choice on all fronts and
you can really go to town. But, and herein
lies the rub, because of all these factors,
building a car that stands out from the
crowd is much more of a challenge; it
requires dedication to take your E36 the
extra mile. Luckily for us, Tony Munn
(@M2onys on Instagram) has dedication in
spades which means we can share his
lovely bagged E36 Cab with you…

“I’ve always been into modifying,” Tony
begins. He went through numerous cars in
his youth; however, the responsibilities of
adulthood eventually caught up with him
and a house purchase put an end to his car-
buying ways. Fortunately, you can’t keep a
good man down. “After a little while, 
I decided I wanted something nice so I
saved up and bought this in 2004,” Tony
continues. “It’s a 1994 E36 328i with a
manual gearbox, which is exactly what I
wanted, and I bought it completely
standard. I drove a few M3s but the
insurance was much higher and I felt the
328 drove better. The hardest part was
finding a manual, it took me three months
of searching. 

“My plan was to just have a nice car and
not do anything to it, but then came the
wheels. I bought a set of 18” E46 M3 reps
because they fitted but with them on the car
looked a bit high, so I started looking at
springs…” We all know where this is going!
“In the end I decided to go for a set of
Eibach coilovers instead of just some
springs and then I decided to get the paint
done. The car was tidy but there were a few
dents and nicks and a bit of rust so I wanted
to get it looking like new. Then came the
decision to do some smoothing.” 

Here is where we start getting into the
details that set Tony’s car apart from the
myriad modified E36s out there, details that
you might not notice at first glance, subtle
tweaks that make a big difference to the

Everyone modifies E36s but it
takes dedication and a keen eye
for detail to build one that’s
packed with as many subtle yet
significant tweaks as this one.

Words: Elizabeth de Latour
Photos: Matt Richardson
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overall look of the car. Tony had the bonnet
badge, washer jets, boot badge and lock,
and fuel filler all smoothed. The aerial and
locks have been deleted while the
numberplate mounts to the front bumper via
magnets, meaning it can be quickly and
easily removed at shows for a super-clean
front end. The whole car looks incredibly
clean and smooth as a result. 

“I wasn’t sure if I should colour-code the
trims,” Tony says. “I had to make a
decision over the phone with my painter. 
I said ‘yes’ and I’m glad I did,” he smiles.
We agree, the smoothed elements of the
body work really well with the silver trim
strips around the whole car. The door
handles have also been colour-coded for
that finishing touch, eliminating all traces
of black trim from the exterior, while the
standard mirrors have been replaced with a

I love the 
air-ride, and 
it drives better
now than it did 
on coilovers
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sleeker-looking pair of AC Schnitzer items.
“I stuck with the original Arctic silver
colour but with a House of Kolor lacquer,”
explains Tony. “As a result it looks slightly
different to factory Arctic silver.” And
while some cars can look uninspiring in
silver, here the colour really suits this E36
and works perfectly with Tony’s approach
to modifying the car, as he explains: “When
I started modifying the E36 I thought to
myself ‘if BMW was modifying a car, how
would it do it?’ I then applied that concept
to all the styling on the car, keeping it
subtle, OE but with a difference.”

With fresh paint and a raft of subtle visual
tweaks, Tony needed to up his wheel game
as those E46 M3 reps just weren’t going to
cut it anymore. “I’d wanted a set of split-
rims for ages,” he says, “and these kept
coming and going on eBay. In the end I

managed to get them with tyres and they’d
had a full refurb.” Patience most definitely
paid off here then. The wheels are OZ
Futuras, ET13 8.5x17s all-round and while
the fronts went on okay, the rear arches
required some rolling before the wheels
would fit. As you can see, Tony’s also
dialled-in a fair amount of camber via the
adjustable rear camber arms he’s fitted.
“People always ask me how long my tyres
last,” he laughs. 

Arguably the biggest modification was
the move from coilovers to air-ride, and
that only happened last year in fact. 
“I bumped into a young guy with a brown
Merc on air from the hangar at Players. 
It turned out he only lives up the road from
me and he’s part of the Gütenstance Kent
club, which was started up last year. I
joined the club and the fact that most of the

members are on air must have rubbed off
on me,” he chuckles. “I decided to bite the
bullet and go for it but I didn’t want to
spend a fortune. I got the Air Lift bag and
struts from Neil at Carbon Motive in
Sittingbourne and went for an Air Zenith
compressor, which is more expensive but
you only need one. I built the rest myself
and went for a manual system following the
advice of the Gütenstance guys, as it’s
cheaper and I couldn’t justify the cost of a
digital setup.” The single compressor and
air tank have been neatly installed in the
boot by Tony, tucked out of the way and
leaving plenty of usable space boot space.
“I love the air-ride,” he adds, “and it drives
better now than it did on coilovers.”

The analogue controls for the air-ride
have been neatly and discreetly integrated
into the cabin and, as with the exterior, the
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ENGINE AND TRANSMISSION
2.8-litre straight-six M52B28, K&N cone filter,
Supersprint decat, Scorpion stainless steel exhaust,
Z3 M quick-shift, five-speed manual gearbox

CHASSIS
8.5x17” ET13 (front and rear) OZ Futura three-piece
split-rims with 205/40 (front) and 225/35 (rear)
tyres, Air Lift Performance front struts and rear bags,
custom-made manual air-ride management,
adjustable rear camber arms

EXTERIOR
De-badged front and rear, washer jet delete, aerial
delete, fuel flap smoothed, smoothed AC Schnitzer
mirrors, front numberplate delete, de-locked, fully
colour-coded in Arctic silver and House of Kolor
lacquer, rolled rear arches

INTERIOR
Storm Motorwerks stainless steel gear knob,
handbrake and electric window switches, custom-
made stainless steel hazard switch and door pins,
full blue LED dash lights, snap off Momo Race
steering wheel, dash mounted air-pressure gauges

THANKS
My wife Claire and daughter Evie for everything, Neil
at Carbon Motive for supplying the air-ride, Ben for
Paint, Arron at Kent Automotive for Advice, Auto
Perfection for cleaning products, all the boys at
Gütenstance for keeping me motivated

Air-ride E36 328i Convertible
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interior, with its unusual but extremely nice
dark blue leather and accompanying
upholstery, has had a lot of work done to it,
even though you might not even realise it at
first! The trio of air pressure gauges, with
their white dials and silver bezels, sit in a
carbon-wrapped panel located beneath the
MID panel on the lower dash while the
switches that control the front and rear
suspension have been hidden away in the
ashtray – a neat touch. The rather lovely
brushed stainless steel gear knob (which is
mounted to a Z3 short-shift kit), handbrake
and window switches all come from Storm
Motorwerks and Tony’s made his own
hazard light switch, door lock buttons and
door pins to match. There’s a snap-off Momo
Race steering wheel and what you can’t see
is the fact that all the interior lighting is now
blue. “That was a bit of a mission. I did it a
long time ago and it was a lot of work,” Tony
admits. We think it was definitely worth it as
it is original and co-ordinates with the seats’
blue leather.

This E36 is not all about styling, though, as
under the bonnet the M52B28 has a tuning
potential that would be a shame not to tap
into. As a result, Tony’s custom fitted a K&N
cone filter and a Supersprint de-cat pipe
which connects to a Scorpion stainless steel
exhaust system. He’s even got plans to fit an
M50 inlet manifold and big bore throttle
body to squeeze every last bit of available
performance from that beefy straight-six,
which sounds absolutely glorious thanks to
the unrestricted exhaust system. 

Talk turns to life after the E36 but this is
one car that is always going to remain a part
of the Munn family, as Tony explains: “I’ve
had the car for 11 years now and there’s no
point selling it. I mean, how much is it
worth? And, more importantly, what could 
I possibly replace it with? The only time I
offered to sell it was when I was getting
married but my wife told me to stop being
silly. When we had our daughter I SORN’d it
for a couple of years but otherwise it’s
always getting used. 

“Very occasionally I wish I’d done an M3,”
he muses, “but mainly because of the value.
I’m not that into performance; I’m not
fussed about driving fast. I’d rather be seen!”  

Despite all the work that’s gone into the
car, Tony’s not finished with it just yet. “This
car will never be finished,” he chuckles.
“After owning it for 11 years I am still
playing with it. I’ve got an M3 rear bumper,
but I’m not sure if that will fit with the rest
of the styling as I like the smooth look. I
definitely want to remove the parking sensor
strip, though, along with the repeaters and I
want to fill in the front bumper trim strip
where the numberplate used to be. I’ve been
away from the scene for years, and I want to
keep doing my own thing. I built the car for
myself, not for anyone else, and I want to
keep the car, and keep enjoying it, for as
long as I can.” ●
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Only the best results
for your BMW...

ECU Remapping/Software tuning

Performance intercoolers, exhausts, suspension, 
brakes, turbos, clutches

Tuning packages available for all models

In house rolling road/dyno

Contact details:
telephone: 01902 324584
email: info@p-torque.co.uk
web: www.p-torque.co.uk

Unit 6B, Heath Mill Road, Wombourne, Wolverhampton, WV58AP

Remapsnowavailablefor F seriesmodels!
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164 pages of some of the  most amazing

3 Series feature cars from the pages of PBMW

www.unitymags.com
Available as a digital  download from 

Pocketmags.com

ON SALE

NOW

AVAILABLE TO BUY AT

T
he 3 Series is BMW’s best-selling model,
a car that has captured the hearts and
minds of the modified BMW community
the world over like no other. And from
the classic E21 to the latest F8x M3 and

M4, Performance BMW has featured more modified
examples of the 3 Series than any other model. 

Now the ultimate modified BMW magazine is
publishing a one-off special featuring some of the
best tuned 3 Series to have ever appeared in its

pages. Ultimate 3 Series will feature a selection of
the finest examples of the 3 Series from the past
ten years of PBMW, covering everything from
engine swaps and forced induction to the ultimate
show builds and everything in between, providing
something for every 3 Series fan.

From classic to modern, Ultimate 3 Series will
deliver exactly what it promises – nothing but the
ultimate modified 3 Series feature cars together in
one spectacular special!
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Deutsch Tech is run and owned by BMW enthusiasts

with over 26 years main dealer experience.

We offer all types of servicing and repairs to all

BMW models new and old

M Power Specialist, Servicing, Repairs,

Coding, Diagnostic,  Performance upgrades, Carbon Styling

01908 579229
services@deutschtech.co.uk

Unit 6, Canons Road, Milton Keynes  MK12 5TL

w w w . d e u t s c h t e c h . c o . u k #deutschtechApproved Repairer
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cars, competitions, trophies, live music and
much more. 

The location was Newtownards airport,
which meant big empty runways to play on,
while the surrounding areas had plenty space
for the show cars, a car park, trade stands
and a live stage. On arrival, it was clear to
see that there was a decent mix of BMW
metal with a range of old and new for both
road and track use. We spent a good part of
the day wandering around the show ’n’ shine

T
here’s an enthusiasm for car
culture in Northern Ireland that’s
not really matched anywhere else
in the UK. The ratio of modified,
retro, race and rally cars around

the province compared to elsewhere on the
mainland is proof of this. But, you only
have to go to an event over there to get a
sample of their passion and we couldn’t
resist dropping in to the CC Live show for
two days of drag and drift action, show

86 PERFORMANCE BMW

Words and photos: Steve McCann

We packed our bags and headed to Northern Ireland for a top
weekend packed with drag and drift action and quality metal…
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cars. Thankfully, the drifting made up for it
as early wet sessions offered some
entertainment and by the time of the finals
later in the day it had cleared up to give us a
dry and smoky battle! 

Overall, there was plenty to see and do
over the weekend, even if some things that
were planned didn’t happen due to bad
weather interfering. However, we very much
look forward to seeing what the next Car
Culture weekend brings ●

area but towards late afternoon it was all
about the track. Some great drag action was
followed by countless sessions of cars going
out for a sideways blast. It was non-stop and
an awesome sight.

On the Sunday things were mostly
centred around the NI Drift Series, as round
three was taking place. Unfortunately,
torrential rain from early morning in to the
afternoon seemed to greatly affect the
attendance numbers, especially of show
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O
ver the last two years the
BMW E39 Club UK has grown
enormously from 100
members to 4000 on its
Facebook group. It’s an active

group, too, with a lot of members going to a
lot of meets as well as having club stands at
all the most important BMW shows in the
UK including Gaydon BMW Festival, Vanity
BMW, Bimmerflex and the Santa Pod BMW
Show. The club has a strong admin team
running the club, which includes Stefan (the
club’s founder), Louis, Mario, Liviu, Matt,
Martin, Dan, Karl and Radu (their event
planner who runs up and down at their
events setting things up and trying to get
everything right).

The Ace Café London is a special place
for many car enthusiasts and clubs and so
too for BMW E39 Club UK. The Ace is the
place where the club admins first met and
decided to try and make their club a good
one with their mututal love for the E39. As

a result there is a strong connection
between the Ace and the club so it was
decided all its annual meets will now be
held there. 

This year’s meet was very well prepared
in advance and advertised on various
forums, on Facebook, and via flyers given
to E39 owners at meets. The club
organisers had a nice setup with club
banners and flags flying around the Ace’s
car park and everyone who came along
received a pack with flyers, stickers, pens
and key rings all bearing the club logo. 

People travelled from all over the UK to
attend the meet – from Wales, Liverpool,
Stoke-on-Trent, Birmingham, Derby, Bath
and Bristol to name just a few places – in
convoys and most of them met in Watford
and cruised together, led by Stefan and
Karl, to the Ace Café.   

The event was supposed to start at 6pm
but people were clearly keen and started
arriving earlier, so the car park filled up
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Words: Radu Trancotescu   Photos: avibphotography.co.uk

BMW E39
CLUB UK

Back in March we ventured over to the Ace Café in London 
where the BMW E39 Club UK held its annual 

meet for the second year running. 

Ace Café  meet
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That night there were about 100 E39s in
total, of which about 20 were M5s; a very
impressive turnout overall! We were pleased
to attend such a great meet andspend time
with a well-organised club with such a great
following and we’re already looking forward
to the next meet. The 2017 event will be
held sometime in April or May when the
weather will be nicer, so expect to see an
even bigger E39 turnout. The club’s Summer
Meet will be held at BMW UK’s
Farnborough headquarters on Sunday 31
July 2016, which is a free event to celebrate
BMW’s centenary. 

You can find the BMW E39 UK Club on
Facebook, with a main page, group and
buy/sell page. You can also find the club’s
stand at all of this year’s major car events ●

lined-up, was Sumil’s bagged 530i, Radu’s
530i with lots of carbon and Oleg’s 525i,
nicely sprayed by himself, followed by
Keith’s supercharged 540i and Jonathan’s
stunning 540i, along with many, many more
beautiful cars. 

We also saw so many sets of stunning and
expensive wheels from the likes of OZ,
Racing Dynamics, Hartge, AC Schnitzer, HR,
Rondell and BBS, to name just a few. 

At 9pm all the M5 owners started their
beasts and for five minutes we all enjoyed
an amazing V8 symphony, which was a
delight for the ears. After that the party
started, with people turning on their sound
systems one by one and having a lot of fun
with their cars, without any incidents, until
the meet ended at 11pm.

very quickly. Inside were 50 E39s, selected
specifically to cover everything from 520is
to M5s, SEs, Sports, Alpinas and AC
Schnitzer-equipped cars, from standard to
modified for every taste. There were many
more cars outside, parked everywhere we
looked and whenever someone left, another
E39 jumped in to take their spot. 

The row next to the street was reserved
for M5s and there we spotted Mario’s M5
looking mean with some fine mods and
Paul’s Alpina-spec M5. When Tony showed
up with his supercharged M5 everyone
stopped and stared. He was with Raikku
from Waff Zuff, who had done a great job
on the car, and everyone gathered around
to admire his Rotrex supercharger
setup. In front of the building, carefully
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Every car enthusiast loves wheels, it’s just a fact.
This new chapter is a bit of an exciting one for
TeamBFF as we were offered ex-British Touring
Car Championship fully slick racing tyres at a
cost we just couldn’t say no to. 

So, now we had the best track day tyres, the
alloys had to reach a certain benchmark, too.
Sitting unused in the garage is my OEM M3 18”
square wheel setup but I could not bring myself
to run them, purely because they are so much
heavier than my current Apex alloys and I didn’t
want to take a step backwards. The weight
factor ruled-out OEM wheels, so a few other
options that I liked were Team Dynamics Pro
1.2s (although they are a bit obvious being the
go-to track day wheel), and Rota Grids (which I
can’t help but see as being fake Rays TE37s and
I want the real deal!). I’d considered Work
wheels but would have to spec them up and wait
for them to be made, then imported. I’d also
heard a lot of horror stories about them coming
in the wrong colour etc, so, after much
consideration, I decided to go with Apex again. I
went for the EC-7 style instead of the ARC-8s to
mix it up a little. Another reason for the EC-7s
was they have massive brake clearance, which
is great for a track wheel because of rubber
marble build up inside the wheel. If this clips the
caliper it scores all the way round the inside of
the wheel. The EC-7 is much beefier and also a
few grams heavier than the ARC-8 so it can take
to riding curbs with less chance of cracking or
bending. But as slicks have less metal in them
than a road tyre, the overall weight is less than
my intermediate setup with R compound tyres. 

SAM’S 
E46 M3

OUR CARS

CONTACT
Hack Engineering

www.hackengineering.co.uk

PBMW’sFLEET

Hack
Engineering’s

E30 316i
Touring

Rob’s

E30 318i

Darren’s

E82 118d

Adam’s

E36
Compact

Paul’s
E36 328i

James’
E36 328i

Ben’s
E36 323i

Sam’s
E46 M3
Pier’s
E46 330i
Touring

Thorney’s
E82 M4

Lou’s
Z4 2.5i
roadster

Elizabeth’s
E39 540i

Steven’s
E31 850i
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Now knowing what brand and style to go for,
choosing the colour wasn’t going to be hard, as I
always knew that for a dedicated track wheel
the colour had to black. I stuck with the 9.5x18”
size as that’s plenty wide enough for the slicks,
and went for an ET22 offset for a nice and
aggressive wheel base.

The only trouble with Apex wheels is that the
company is based in the States, meaning they’d
need to be imported. So, to save me that trouble,
I went though a UK supplier, Hack Engineering,
which has sorted me out many times before.
Within a week they had landed and I wasted no
time in getting the slicks mounted up. As these
tyres are used, the Dunlop writing is not perfect.
Far from it, in fact, so I scrubbed it all off for a
cleaner look.

My first ever track day on slicks was Bedford
GT on the last weekend of February, so we were
lucky that it was dry. Having no experience on
racing tyres, I just knew that I needed to get
them hot enough and keep them hot to maintain
grip, and boy did they grip! It’s quite a pain
getting a second set of wheels to the track but
for the cost of used slicks and the level of grip
you can get, it makes me resent paying out over
a £1000 for some soft, sticky, road-legal rubber
that still won’t be as quick as a full slick.

New wheels look the business, and are fully dog-approved, but Sam wasn’t keen on the worn writing so it’s been scrubbed off; on-track performance is awesome

Ex-BTCC slicks needed the
right wheels and the Apex
EC-7 was the perfect choice
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STEVEN’S  
E31 850Ci
Rust. It’s an ugly word that will send shivers
down the spine of any car enthusiast. When
dealing with classic cars, however, it’s usually a
question of ‘how much’ and ‘where’ rather than
‘if’. The 850 was no exception to this and while
working on the sills recently I realised just how
extensive the tin worm was.

There were two worryingly large holes on the
passenger side as well as the usual ingress on
the rear arches which needed attention before it
started being structurally dangerous. One of the
holes was at the front jacking point, which was
very close to the crossmember. I decided that
enough was enough and booked it in to the
bodyshop to address it before it was too late.

I’ve used J&C Autos in Maidenhead before and
its work has always been high quality so I had no
hesitation in booking the car in there again.
Initially, the time frame was supposed to be
about two weeks; however, that was extended
due to extra problems along the way. To speed
matters up (and to reduce the cost), I did the
strip down myself, prior to driving the car to the
shop and removing the final pieces (headlights,
mirrors, door catches etc) in the car park. 

There can be no doubting the fact that my
850 has had a hard life. Anyone who has read
the reports over the last year will attest to that.
However, this became even more apparent when
we started to peel back the paint and remove
the rear bodywork. Once the rear bumper was
off we noticed a poor repair to the rear offside
corner, accompanied by a large amount of rust.
Cleaning it up was not an option as the rust was
simply too extensive, so a large section was cut
out and new metal welded in, all with a healthy
dose of rust repellent. The bootlid also had a
poor repair on it, presumably from the same
accident. This would explain the crack in the
paint, too. Once all the filler was removed, the
metal was pulled back into shape and then
made good with minimal filler. 

There was extensive rust around a random
hole where the bootlid shuts. I had a great deal

of trouble working out what the hole was even
for but eventually discovered it was the reservoir
hole for the front headlight washer jets. Quite
why it’s located pretty much as far from the front
headlights as it’s possible to get is a bit of a
mystery, however the Germans rarely get
engineering wrong so there’s probably a logical
reason. Probably. Either way, since I’d removed
the washer jets when I replaced the nose cone a
few months back, it was no longer required and
so I had it cut out and flushed to give a cleaner
look. The sunroof panel also came in for
attention and was taken back to bare metal to
treat the rust ingress. 

However, by far the biggest issue with the car
was another poor repair due to accident

damage. The rear nearside quarter panel was
packed with filler to cover up more bodywork
damage. The magnet suggested there was
probably some metal underneath, but a long way
down, and so I decided to bite the bullet and
grind the panel back to see what was left of the
original panel. Fortunately, the metal underneath
was useable, so it was pulled back into shape.
More welding of new metal was required to
remove the rust and finally it was smoothed over
with a more appropriate level of body filler.

Finally, the worst rust patch could be
attacked, and that proved to be a relatively
simple case of cutting the whole section out and
welding in a new one. If only the rest of the car
had been that easy.

Bootlid had been badly repaired previously, but has been taken care of now; door handles have been colour-coded
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In my last report I mentioned a deadline I wanted
to make for a Brands Hatch track day and the
two options I had to try to hopefully cure the
leaky head gasket on the E30. Well, I chose the
‘head off and replace the head gasket’ option
which, along with decorating my new flat,
resulted in me missing the track day and a
couple of sprints I wanted to compete in.

So what have I actually managed to do? Well, 
I have the old head off, I’ve cleaned the tops of
the pistons of the carbon deposits that had built
up over 30 years of use and I’ve also given the
throttle body, inlet manifold and exhaust manifold
a clean. So, in theory at least, all should flow
almost as new without any grime and dirt
impeding them.

As anybody reading this who has undertaken a
head gasket change in their garage or workshop

will know it can be a right old pain in the behind,
especially on a fuel injected car such as the E30.
There are a load of pipes wires and cables to
disconnect and, like I did, you’re bound to miss a
few. My trusty Haynes manual wasn’t much use
either, with very few photos to show what
actually needs disconnecting. Also, if you’re
thinking of undertaking something similar, a word
of advice: leave the inlet and exhaust manifolds
attached to the head as they make it much
easier to lift the head off the block.

So I guess I’m halfway there with the swap. 
I just need to clean up my second head and put it
all back together. It sounds so easy when it’s
written down. Well at least I don’t have a
deadline I’m bound to miss. What’s that? My trip
to the Le Mans Classic is in two months? Surely I
can make that, can’t I?

ROB’S E30 318i

Once the marathon of body prep was finished,
the car was handed over to the sprayers to give
the car a blow over to make it all one colour.
Regular readers may have noticed that the
colour match on the front wasn’t quite right, so I
decided to rectify that. As a further treat (and
because I’m a bit of a tart) I decided to have the
door handles sprayed, too.

Once the paint was finished the guys called
me and I rushed over to see the finished product.
While I hesitate to say it looked magnificent (it
was still in ‘strip down’ mode), the colour was
fantastic and the smooth shine of new paint can
never be ignored. I reattached the addenda
required for roadworthiness and drove her home,
whereupon I started refitting all the removed
parts, complete with a truck-load of new clips.

I’ll let the pictures do the talking but it’s fair to
say that I’m pretty pleased with the results. The
car looks magnificent. However, as a reminder
from the universe to always keep things in
perspective, it now appears to have developed
an oil leak. Don’t you just love old cars?

Rust, rust and more rust all over the place hidden
behind tons of filler, but not any more, with the
850Ci now having been properly repaired 
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PIERS’ E46 330i TOURING
Leaps of faith! Sometimes we have to step out
and trust. With regards to the car, this meant
pulling the engine apart to make it better. I went
elbows-deep into the engine to take off the whole
induction system to change the CCV system and
then I had to get enough bits off to change the oil
filter housing gasket (OFHG).

I have muscled through problems many times.
The funniest one was standing in the new
conservatory at my old house looking out onto
the garden that I had invited a man with a mini-
digger into. My ex-wife asked me “are you sure
you know what you are doing?” after his day
turning it into something akin to a bomb site. “Of
course, honey!” I fibbed. Fortunately, after a few
fraught weeks, everything turned out okay!

I started working on the car on the Saturday of
the bank holiday weekend, deciding that the
OFHG would be the first thing to tackle,
something to give me confidence before needing
to take the brave pills for the induction system
and the CCV. Everything went well although I had
a bit of a struggle with the alternator as there is a
sliding bolt which locates the alternator firmly. 

Job done, oil and filter changed and everything
back together I started the car. However, I could

only count five cylinders firing and there was a
big misfire going on. Unhappy and slightly
disillusioned I did nothing on Sunday. By Monday
I had read enough on the interweb to think it
could be a vacuum leak. So, brave pill swallowed,
I cracked on with the CCV refresh along with the
throttle body gasket, induction system gaskets
etc. As things were coming apart, the lower
throttle body boot threw up a possible answer to
the misfire: it’s split and knackered. I pushed on
and got everything else sorted knowing now I’d
roll over into Tuesday. After dropping the children
off at school on Tuesday morning I was straight
over to Partridge’s in Eastleigh, my local dealer.
Richard there sorted me out a new lower and
upper intake boot. Everything was back together
by the end of the day but a turn of the key
revealed one cylinder was still not showing up to
the party…

YouTube is your friend when working on an
E46, with users like 50sKid and ShoplifeTV
posting great ‘how-to’ videos on the tasks above.
There is nothing like a real-life problem solver on
a Tuesday afternoon when you are asking your
mother if you can have her car for a second day. I
made a quick call to Kirk at KWR Services in

CCV system and oil filter housing gasket have been changed and EBC brakes are waiting in the wings

Southampton and the words ‘bring it down and I
will have a quick look’ were music to my ears.
Once hooked up to the diagnostic system it
revealed the problem was something totally
unrelated to my work, as a coil pack had gone
down. There was one on the shelf and once
fitted we had six cylinders firing again! Kirk
really is a top man who knows his way around
E36s and E46s. 

After all that work and stress the end result
was a success; oil consumption is down and the
old girl picks up better throughout the rev range.
I left doing the heater matrix pipes for another
time and the Vanos seals are still to do. As you
can see from the photo my EBC goodies (discs,
pads and braided hoses) have arrived. So a big
thanks to Gareth and the team for their help.
There is only one thing better than receiving
goodies – that’s getting them on the car! So next
month will see me team up with Kirk to rebuild
the front calipers, fit the discs, pads, hoses and
flush the system with new fluid. I have fitted
discs and pads before but as it is a safety
system the other bits I would prefer not to learn
on the job. Faith is fine, but sometimes you need
expert input!
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It seems like only last week that I was writing
last month’s report; where does the time go?!
So, the under floor still isn’t painted; I feel like a
broken record saying that the next job is to paint
the under floor every month but I’m very close to
that now and over the last month I have
managed to do some major jobs.

First off was to complete the seat runners,
which took a lot more time than I expected. We
needed to get these right for the seating position
and we have now achieved this. We had to
extend the Sparco runners, as they were too
short for the BMW floorpan; obviously it was
important to take time to get this right as safely
comes first where seats are concerned.

A big thanks goes to John at Heritage classics
of Teesside for taking the time out to make my
firewall for me. We just didn’t have the time to
do this as it would have taken me forever and
we had other jobs to concentrate on. John took
templates at our workshop and completed the
plates at his; we got them back and they fit
great, though they are just spot welded in for
now just in case it needs to come back out for
any reason. I think it looks a lot tidier with a
firewall in place but I also needed this for drift
regulations as I’m running a fuel swirl pot and
pumps in the boot.

This leads me on to the custom plate in the
boot to hold my battery, fuel swirl pot and fuel
pump brackets. There is a recess under it but it
just wasn’t big enough to sit everything in nice
and neatly. I didn’t want the battery inside the
car so the only option was to make a nice plate
for everything to sit on; it still needs a little bit
of work but once it’s finished I’m sure it won’t
look out of place. Most things will be
powdercoated black; it’s to keep everything neat
and stealthy and with it being a road car as well
as a competition car I want it to kind of look
classy as well. Thanks go to Thor and Niall
at Cleveland Powder Coat & Shot Blasting as
they always coat my stuff very quickly and
always offer a great service.

Little jobs that I’ve managed to do in-
between bigger jobs were to mount my
plumbed-in fire extinguisher behind
the passenger seat. This will eventually have a
plumbed-in line on the hot side of the engine
bay and one facing the driver’s seat. It also has a

DARREN’S E82 118d

pull cord within the reach of the driver’s seat and
also on the exterior of the car, just in case! I’ve
also got a hand-held extinguisher which I think
I’ll mount just under my legs on the driver’s floor;
this is also a mandatory regulation for safety.
The centre console has now been fitted around
the black anodised hydraulic handbrake and the
ashtray panel been trimmed to fit. 

I’ve managed to pick up a set of M3 mirrors
but I’m unsure at the moment if they will fit an
E82 door. We’ll need to take a look at these but
there are bigger jobs to take care of at the
moment. For starters, my E92 M3 power steering
rack has had a bit of a revamp and looks brand-
new. I can’t wait to start getting these parts
bolted up. Sometimes I get confused whether I’m
building a drift car that I’m going to smash round
a track, or a show ’n’ shine car!

The plan for the next few weeks is to get the

fuel tank back in and suss the fuel lines out from
the tank to the swirl pot. Once that’s done we
can get the underfloor and inner arches painted.
We needed to get every job done that involved
welding and drilling the floor as, once it’s
painted, I don’t want to damage it with anything.
Then the fun bit starts: I can bolt the front and
rear subframes up, and my suspension. Once
that’s done it won’t be coming off and I’m
hoping to see some progress, then it will be time
to get the engine back in and finish the exhaust
manifold and exhaust off. 

Fingers crossed I should have some major
updates for next month! Unfortunately I’m not in
the financial position to spend huge amounts of
money on labour costs to build the car more
quickly, so we build/make everything ourselves,
and building it yourself is much more fun, right?
I would love to get the car finished by July as I
planned to take it to Gatebil but as time pushes
on I have to be realistic and realise at the
moment this is well out of reach. We have
months of work left to do on the car and still a
lot of parts to collect. If any companies would
like to get involved in the build or help out in
anyway, please don’t hesitate to get in touch.

Custom plate holds
battery, swirl pot and
fuel pump brackets

THANKS AND CONTACT
The lads who take the time at

weekends to help me out, 
you all know who you are!

Facebook.com/darrenrickabydriftuk 
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Because big V8s deserve to breath as well as
they possibly can, I decided to stick a Pipercross
panel filter in the E39. I wasn’t interested in a
cone filter that would do nothing but suck in hot
air from under the engine bay but a less
restrictive drop-in panel filter that would sit in
the standard air box was just the ticket.

According to Pipercross, its Performance
Panel Filter offers increased power and torque as
well as improving fuel economy, being 30% less
restrictive than the OE filter. It comes with a
lifetime warranty and is washable and reusable.
That means that, despite being a fair bit more
expensive than the standard air filter at £37.99,
you only pay once. Perfect. What also appealed
to me was the fact that the Pipercross filter uses

ELIZABETH’S E39 540i
a special dry foam, and that means no oil to
possibly damage your air flow meter. It also
makes cleaning easier as well. The filter uses a
triple-layer foam design, with a coarse outer
layer, a medium foam middle and fine foam
inner core, with each layer specifically chosen to
trap particles of varying size, ensuring
exceptional levels of filtration. 

Fitting the filter literally took me ten minutes,
and that included stopping to take pictures as I
went along. Step one was to unplug the air
intake temperature sensor in the air box lid and
then I popped off the metal clips that hold it on
using a screwdriver. I was then able to lift up the
lid high enough to pull out the old filter, which
was significantly thicker than the Pipercross

item. I also took this opportunity to pull out some
bits of crud that I found in the bottom of the air
box. The new filter dropped straight in, as
promised, and all that was left to do was to pop
the lid back on, which took a bit of jiggling about
to get it sitting tight on the bottom section of the
air box, before putting the clips back on and
plugging the sensor back in. Job done. 

I haven’t driven the E39 for long enough since
fitting the Pipercross filter to be able to comment
on the fuel economy but I think there’s a tiny bit
more induction noise and the engine feels a tiny
bit more eager to rev. Ultimately, less than £40
for a filter that will never need replacing and that
offers benefits over the stock filter is a good deal
in my book.

THANKS AND CONTACT
Pipercross
www.pipercross.net
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TTTHHH
THE  BMW SHOW

*Advance prices available until 5pm 10th June – standard price thereafter, prices are per person and booking fees apply. Gates open at 8am. Kids under 13 go free (max 3 per paying adult). 
For full terms and conditions please visit website.  Santa Pod Raceway, Airfield Road, Podington, Wellingborough, Northants, NN29 7XA. Signposted from J14/15 M1.

£18Sunday
Standard

£12Sunday
Advance*

Ticket Type:

£28Weekend
Standard

£20Weekend
Advance*

Including:
Run What Ya Brung  ••• Handling Track Competition

Autoglym Show & Shine Competition •••••••• Huge Car Club Displays
Drag Demos • FireForce Jet Car • Stunt Displays • Live Stage

Drift What Ya Brung • Drift Rides
BMW Bikes and New Minis are welcome!

Call 
or visit wwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwwww..bbbbbbbbbbmmmmmmmwwwwwwssssssshhhhhhhhoooooowwwww.ccccoooo.uuukkkk
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KEITH OLIVER E30 325i TOURING

READERS’ CARS

Keith has spent the past two years beavering
away on his Touring and it’s clearly been time
well spent as it’s looking very nice indeed. The
previous owner had owned it for 20 years,
managing to damage every single panel in that
time, and sold it once he’d hit 80 years old, giving
Keith quite a project. It took a gruelling seven

months of panel beating and wet flatting just to
get the bodywork straight, during which time a
lesser person would have given up, but Keith
persevered. Inside he’s retrimmed the headlining
and A-pillars to match and has replaced the front
seats. On the outside, the side repeaters have
been removed for a smoother look and on the

back there’s a Touring badge from a 2002. It’s
been lowered 40mm on springs and fitted with a
set of 17” M3 replica wheels along with a
stainless steel back box plus cross-drilled and
grooved discs all-round. Other additions include
pressed plates and angel eyes, and the end result
is one extremely tidy Touring. 

Our ‘Car of the Month’ wins a $50 UUC
prize voucher that can be redeemed against
any of the company’s products available
online. From styling accessories to
performance upgrades, there’s a vast array
of products to choose from for your BMW.
Get on to: www.uucmotorwerks.com

CAR OF 
THE MONTH

Want to show off your BMW? Send some hi-res photos, a spec 
list and the story of you and your car to pbmw@unity-media.com

DAVE ROUTLEDGE E60 530i M SPORT
As captain of the BMW Car Club GB 5 Series Register, you’d expect Dave to
drive a 5 Series… and you’d be right, as he is the custodian of this E60 530i.
The car, he says, was in a bad way when he bought it, with a scruffy interior
and a number of parking dents, having clearly not been looked after.
Fortunately all that changed when Dave took ownership. Over the past year-
and-a-half he set about sorting the bodywork, taking care of the dents and
finishing it off with a machine polish to really bring out the best in the Carbon

black paintwork. The outside has been treated to a pair of carbon fibre numberplate surrounds, a carbon boot
plinth and carbon window trims, plus M wing badges, LED numberplate lights and a set of 18” Riva DTM
wheels. Inside, there’s a Storm Motorwerks gunmetal iDrive controller, metal pedals and footrest, LED lighting,
plus a leather and Alcantara steering wheel from Royal Steering Wheels. It’s a fine-looking machine and a
very comfortable place for Dave to spend time whilst driving up to 1000 miles a week on business. 

JAMES ROBERTS-WALKER E30 318iS
The humble 318iS is a great little machine in its E30
incarnation, especially when it’s a gift from your
mum and stepdad (who happens to be the owner of
this month’s cover car) as it was in James’ case.
Despite covering 200,000 miles now, this E30 has

been extremely well-looked-after and you’d never
know it’s only 50,000 miles short of reaching the
moon. All the usual E30 rust traps have been taken
care of and the car was then treated to a full respray
in its original white hue by DJ Coachworks in

Waltham Abbey, making this as clean an E30 as you
could ever hope to see. James prefers the OE look,
so has kept modifying to a minimum thus far, only
lowering it a touch for a more purposeful stance and
adding a stainless steel sports exhaust. 
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MAXIMISE
ENGINE
PERFORMANCE

®

WATERLESS ENGINE COOLANTS

INCREASES BHP • REDUCES PRESSURE 
REDUCES CORROSION & EROSION

• www.evanscoolants.co.uk • facebook.com/EvansCoolants

as used byas used by

THE REAL
PERFORMANCE
CLUTCH

Contact UK: Clark Motorsport xtremeclutchuk.com

BMW PERFORMANCE CLUTCH KITS
E46 M3 Twin Plate 
Organic 230mm 
Performance Upgrade

Xtreme Clutch offers a comprehensive range of 
performance upgrades to suit a wide variety of 
BMW models including E90 & E92 M3. 
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Available to download from 04 July 2016

If you can’t always find a copy of this
magazine, help is at hand! Complete
this form, hand it in at your local store,
and they will arrange for a copy of each
issue to be reserved for you. Some
stores may even be able to arrange for it
to be delivered to your home. Just ask!*

Love Performance BMW magazine? To ensure you never miss an issue again

*Subject to availability

Please reserve/deliver my copy of PBMW magazine on a regular basis, starting with issue:

Title       First name
Surname
Address

Postcode
Tel

Plus: • Wild supercharged 2002 • Full-on F10 5 Series • Bagged wide-body E92

(Contents subject to us not forgetting the sun block…)

Sheer supercharged E92 M3 sexiness

NEXT MONTH

August issue on sale 
07 July 2016
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